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Abstract 

Shader programming is important for realistic material and global illumination real-time 

rendering, especially in 3D industrial fields nowadays, more and more customers of Visual 

Components Oy, a Finnish 3D software company have been found to be no longer only content 

with the correct simulation result, but also the result of realistic real-time rendering. This thesis 

project will provide a deep research on real world material classification, property definition and 

global illumination techniques in industrial fields. On the other hand, the Shader program for 

different materials and global illumination techniques are also created according to the 

classification and definition in this thesis work. Moreover, an external rendering tool Redway3D 

is evaluated as the reference and regarded as the considerable solution in the future development 

work. 

 

Key words: GLSL, HLSL, Real-time Rendering, Realistic Material, Global Illumination, Screen 

Space Ambient Occlusion, Image Based Light, Cube Map Convolution, Tone Mapping 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

The readers can systematically get the knowledge of the related information, objectives, basic 

environment requirements and overview of this thesis work from this chapter. The topic of this 

thesis comes from a material and global illumination project from Visual Components Oy 

(hereinafter referred to as VC), a Finnish company, specialized in 3D manufacturing simulation 

and visualization software and solution. Therefore this thesis work focuses on further 

development, research, feasibility analysis and evaluation of realistic materials and real-time 

global illumination effects so as to update the existing software of VC and make an improvement 

in its future new version through by the way of comparison of different kinds of shader 

techniques.  

1.1 Background 

1.1.1 Description 

The basic objective of computer graphics field is to render the relatively realistic 

3D image and environment in short time. It is a fact that the quality and 

performances of graphics rendering in personal computer nowadays have been 

improved obviously along with the rapid development of computer hardware 

especially the graphics hardware, and deeper study and research of realistic 

graphics algorithms. However, the quality of real-time graphics rendering by the 

CPU
1
 of personal computer is still rather rough today. The reasons of the 

roughness can be due to the rather simplicity of geometric model,  excessive 

simplification of illumination, or the huge gap between ideal surface material of 

rendering model in 3D virtual world and the real surface material in the real 

world. Furthermore since the models of complex algorithms require both huge 

computation and storage memory, the consumption of most of these complex 

algorithms is usually done in the way of squared magnitude increase or even 

more. Therefore the existing hardware (i.e. CPU) for personal computer is 

obviously unable to fulfill the requirements of these real-time calculations 

completely. In order to reduce the memory and computation consumption, it is 

important and even inevitable to make the implementation more simplified. So 

the experts in computer graphics area have introduced and presented a lot of 

approaches and algorithms by GPU
2
. 

 

In the time before GPU had been introduced, the only one processor for graphics 

of personal computer and computer workstation was the graphics accelerator, 

which could only do some acceleration for simple graphics rendering. Today, we 

have already entered the era of programmable GPU. The performance of GPU is 

improving at a fast speed owning to the fact that graphics processor can take the 

                                                 
1
 Central Processing Unit 

2
 Graphic Processing Unit 
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advantage of many parallel computation in graphics algorithms. Ever since the 

introduction of GPU by NVIDIA
3
 in 1999 [1], the programmable capabilities 

have enjoyed a rapid development and improvement, which have enhanced the 

speed even faster than CPU
4
. Therefore, GPU is increasingly used in the fields 

which request a lot of complex, repetitive and intensive calculations. Apparently 

there are five aspects of GPU advantages when accelerating calculations:  

 

1) GPU has a certain parallelism in computation; 

2) GPU is flexible programmable; 

3) GPU can do the intensive computations; 

4) It can support the multi-texturing and also reduce the times of the 

communications with CPU. 

5) It can support the function of rendering to target and it can also avoid 

waste of time for processing to copy the result to the texture. 

 

At present, the main providers of GPU products in the market are two companies, 

i.e. NVIDIA and ATI
5
. They can provide appropriate products to fulfill the 

market from the high end to the low end. 

1.1.2 Visual Components Oy 

Visual Components Oy is a 3D comprehensive digital simulation and 

visualization software company which was founded in Finland [2] in 1999. Its 

software is able to integrate the operations to a single platform from process 

planning to production or even to marketing. Furthermore, the software of VC 

also integrates the simulation function of transportation and robots, which will 

assist the enterprises to work out the production capacity at the stage of research 

and development. So it can help the enterprises reduce unnecessary costs and 

waste and enhance their competiveness definitely. 

 

In the field of different kinds of functional process and behavioral simulation, 

VC has the unique outstanding advantages compared with other competitors in 

the same industrial area. Furthermore it can achieve exactly the synchronization 

and the same simulation results. But in the rendering area of realistic materials 

and global illuminations, it still lacks of the systematically realistic effects due to 

the limitation that there are only six basic properties in its materials editor which 

is used to generate all kinds of materials surfaces – Ambient, Diffuse, Specular, 

Shininess, Opacity and customized Texture (environment projection/basic 

texturing). And as for the property of global illumination, its limited options 

results in the unsatisfactory effect. So it is still hard at the moment to render 

some special materials (e.g. brushed metal surfaces or rough uneven surfaces) or 

realistic global illumination with high quality. Because realistic real-time 

rendering for both the materials and global illumination require a large capacity 

                                                 
3
 NVIDIA Corporation is a semiconductor company that mainly provides GPU and Chipset for CPU.  

4
 Central Processing Unit 

5
 Array Technology Industry, it is a word famous manufacturer for GPU. 
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for graphics algorithms and storage memory, GPU programming has become the 

primarily preferred option for rendering so as to save calculation and memory 

space, and to shorten the required time for some special surface or realistic 

illumination effects. 

 

At present, the VC’s end-users can only use Python
6
 and edit them in the code 

editor of the existing VC’ s software to link the codes of shaders to the program 

and to achieve some simple material or global illumination rendering. But as to 

the most of the end users, they have to choose the VC software to achieve the 

simulation of process only because they are not familiar with the operation of 

programming. On the other hand, not all the end users are equipped with 

advanced hardware facilities. Therefore the success of this thesis project will 

bring benefits to VC, if some default material and illumination rendering shaders 

can be linked to the software core by Python code. In this way, the end-users can 

directly achieve some unimaginable realistic rendering effect by simply 

controlling the relative parameters through GPU.   

1.2 Related Works and Technology 

With the development and the enlargement of GPU market, there have appeared some 

remarkable rendering techniques and methods, which can make rendering run at a fast 

speed and with high quality. These techniques have been widely used in the related areas 

of computer graphics after they were introduced. In the terms of material and image 

based rendering, it is no longer only simple texture rendering [4] on the object surface.  

On this basis of image-based rendering, bump mapping [5], cube mapping [6], Fresnel 

reflection and refraction [7] have been brought into deep research, further expansion, 

wide discussion and utilization. At the same time, the material renderings based on local 

illumination theory are also able to render excellent effects, for example, anisotropic 

reflection [8] and chromatic dispersion [9]. Comparatively, the applied theories and 

concepts for global illumination model are more complex than local illumination and 

material rendering. Based on the above Fresnel reflection and refraction, cube mapping 

and chromatic dispersion theories, the concepts of image processing (e.g. Gaussian 

blurring [10]), multi-pass rendering [11] and basic method of local illumination, the 

image based lighting (IBL) [12] have been also proposed. Moreover, Crytek
7
 introduced 

Screen Space Ambient Occlusion (SSAO) [14] in 2007, which is based on the theories of 

normal buffer, depth buffer and noise sampling to achieve its rendering.  

    

Owing to combination of these existing technologies as mentioned above, there are 

already some good products or software which can provide the controllable materials and 

global illumination parameters for the end-users through the GPU programming to 

produce fairly realistic effect in the related rendering industry market nowadays, for 

instance, YafaRay
8
, Redway3D

9
 and so on. In these products, the materials and global 

                                                 
6
 Python Programming Language [3] 

7
 Crytek is a video game company in German and founded in year 1999, the representative game of Crytek is Crysis 

[13]. 
8
 YafaRay is “a free open source ray-tracing engine” [15]. 
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illumination have been systematically defined and classified by their properties and 

parameters for the reason that the non-professional end-users are also able to understand 

and control it easily. The materials in YafaRay are classified into five types by their 

properties of parameters: blend, glass, gloss, coated gloss and shiny diffuse (Figure 1) 

[18], and the different results of materials can also be achieved by controlling the values 

of the parameters in the same type of materials. For example, in the right-top corner of 

Figure 1, different value of gloss reflection in gloss type will produce different effects.  

 

 
Figure 1: Type classification for materials in YafaRay. 

 

As for the products of Redway3D, the end-user even can classify the parameters of 

materials of the following twelve types according to the properties of materials in real 

world: Bricks, Concrete, Glass, Metal, Miscellaneous, Plasters, Plastic, Realistic, Stone, 

Tile, Veneer and Wood (Figure 2.left). The Miscellaneous among them is the type which 

can render some non-realistic or fake global illumination effect (e.g. Fake matt shadow) 

and the type of Realistic is the only type that contains all the material properties, thus 

Realistic can presents all kinds of materials which are in Radway3D. (Figure 2.right)  

 

 
Figure 2: left) Redway3D Material catalog; right) Redway3D Material Editor – all properties for a 

material of Redway3D. 

                                                                                                                                                             
9
 Redwat3D [17] is “a French company focused on 3D high quality visualization for industrial needs, has released 

an OpenGL benchmark based on their technology (Redsdk)” [16]. 
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1.3 Problem Description 

 
Figure 3: left) Assign Material dialog; right) Material Editor of 3DAutomate

10
. 

 

The newest version of VC software is version 2012 which was released on 11
th

 of August, 

2011. Compared with the earlier versions, a new highlight viewing option based on 

according to the relationship between viewport and light position is added. However 

there is still no big change or update in general materials and global illumination 

rendering (Figure 3.left). As one can see from the properties from user controllable 

material editors (Figure 3.right), there are only six parameters as introduced in Section 

1.1.2 to render all kinds of materials, thus the rendering result is only basic material 

presentation and no much special effects can be achieved. Therefore the result of global 

illumination rendering (Figure 4) cannot be realized, either.  

 

                                                 
10

 3DAutomate is 3D simulation software of Visual Components Oy 
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Figure 4: screenshots for the objects in 3DAutomate viewport. 

 

We can see from Figure 4 in the above, the metal surface on the car model, as far as the 

material property is concerned, has a “fake” metal reflection effect because it is generated 

from environment projection of a simple texture. The material settings for rendering so 

far cannot achieve the satisfactory effect when the surface is uneven, multiply layered, 

brushed metallic, little shiny, rough and shiny coated if the structure of the surface 

complexity is not changed. On the other hand, for the global illumination, although there 

are two options for simple shadow and soft shadow, the shadows (or soft shadows) of the 

objects on themselves cannot be achieved, either. Moreover its multiple lighting which 

relies on diffuse and specular also looks a bit simple. Generally speaking, VC software 

needs improvement in the aspect of real-time realistic material and environment 

rendering. 

 

However, it is also possible to use VC software to achieve better rendering results to 

some extent by using some add-ons or external plug-ins with the same property 

parameters (e.g. SolidWorks
11

 add-on or external YafaRay rendering,  Figure 5), but 

most of this kind of external rendering tools are based on the foundation of ray-tracing. It 

means that rendering requires some time in order to achieve excellent illumination effect. 

It can generate high quality 3D image if the 3D scene is still, but it can’t get full 

synchronized real-time rendering. As we know that the greatest advantage of VC 

software is its capability to simulate accurately the synchronization of the processes and 

the dynamic behaviors, therefore it is difficult to reach the goal of real-time rendering if 

we only want to achieve the purpose of high quality effects. Certainly, if the internal 

parameters are not defined, calculated and classified correctly, it is also no way for the 

external rendering tool to figure out which materials need to be configured and rendered. 

So it is important to make a research about the definition and classification of material 

properties. 

 

                                                 
11

 SolidWorks is a 3D mechanical computer aided design program [19]. 
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 Figure 5: external rendering by YafaRay for the models in 3DAutomate. 

 

In addition to the above problems in front of us, different GPU framework and different 

external rendering tools have their own different properties, e.g. some of them are good 

for GPU acceleration, some good for real-time rendering. Though some of them can 

render very fast, its quality is not so good as expected and some even needs a special 

hardware environment of the end-users’ personal computers to run.  Therefore, it is also 

necessary to evaluate and analyze the feasibility for those GPU framework and external 

rendering tools. 

1.4 Objective 

The main objective of this thesis work is aimed to make a deep research, selection, 

definition, classification and test of the result of the necessary special materials and 

realistic global illumination real-time rendering of VC software by GPU programming, 

and also to analyze and evaluate different GPU framework and the rendering results by 

the external rendering tools (mainly for Redway3D), which are based on the existing and 

researched technologies, so as to find out the most suitable techniques, method, 

framework and tools used in the future updated VC software. This kind of improvement 

will certainly enhance the quality and performance of material and global illumination 

rendering by VC software and also bring about good economic benefits to VC.  

1.5 Requirements 

1.5.1 Hardware 

There is no big requirement for the hardware of personal computer except the 

basic setting of graphics card and GPU programming environment since the 

environments of VC user’s computers are varied. All the work for this thesis 

project is done by one computer with NIVDIA GeForce 9800M GS display 

adapters for the graphic card and Windows 7 Enterprise as the operating system. 

1.5.2 Software 

The final result of this thesis work will be presented in the future updated VC 

software. Since 3DAutomate comprises all the performances of VC software, it is 
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selected as the final implementation, presentation and testing software. On the 

other hand, for the aspect of GPU programming, it is very important to find a 

software that can program and test for both OpenGL
12

 and Direct3D
13

. 

RenderMonkey
14

 of AMD
15

 is an especially suitable shader editor for 

programming and testing with different kinds of GPU framework, it is not only 

able to program and test for GLSL
16

 and HLSL
17

 shaders, but also is suitable for 

OpenGL ES
18

 which is the programmable shader language for phone devices. 

The software applied and their versions for this thesis work are: 3DAutomate 

version 2012 and RenderMonkey version 1.82 build 322. 

1.5.3 Programming Languages 

Besides the application of C++ and the shader languages GLSL, HLSL, Python 

are also compulsory to be used for this thesis work, because it is the main linking 

language for shaders and the program in 3DAutomate is Python. 

1.6 Document Overview 

Hereunder is an overview for this thesis project. 

 

Chapter 1  

This chapter provides the background, objectivities, requirement and overview of this 

report. 

 

Chapter 2  

This chapter introduces the framework architecture of VC software and the external 

rendering tool Redway3D. The comparison among GLSL, HLSL and Redway3D is also 

discussed in this chapter. 

  

Chapter 3 

This chapter provides all necessary real-time rendering techniques for different kinds of 

surface materials and also makes a very deeply research on material classification and 

their properties. 

 

Chapter 4 

This chapter explains basic theory of BRDF and local illumination first, and then study 

and present SSAO and IBL techniques for real-time GI rendering in details. 

 

 

                                                 
12

 Open Graphics Library [20] 
13

 DirectX application programming interface for 3D graphics of Microsoft [21] 
14

 Render Monkey application, even though it was released by AMD, but it will be no longer supported by AMD 

and it will not updates anything in future. [22]  
15

 Advanced Micro Devices [23] 
16

 OpenGL Shader Language 
17

 High Level Shading Language 
18

 OpenGL for Embedded Systems such as mobile phones, PDAs and video game consoles 
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Chapter 5 

This chapter describes the process of implementation and development of this thesis 

project, and provides some pseudo and example code for the implementation. 

 

Chapter 6 

This chapter presents the final rendering results for materials under IBL rendering 

techniques. It gives another three tables for detailed material and IBL properties 

according to the classification. 

 

Chapter 7 

This chapter discusses about the problem, difficulties and errors in this thesis project, and 

introduces some techniques for future development work. Finally it also makes 

conclusion and evaluation for this project.  

 

Appendix 

This appendix lists the references and index of this thesis report. 
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Chapter 2 Framework and External Rendering Tool 

This chapter is concentrated on the research and evaluation of the framework and external 

rendering tools and the framework architecture of VC software. The comparison among GLSL, 

HLSL and the external rendering tool Redway3D will be also introduced in this chapter. So this 

chapter will be helpful for readers to have a better understanding of the following chapters, 

especially Chapter 5 which is about the implementation.    

2.1 Framework Architecture    

 
Figure 6: the framework architecture for VC software.  
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The above system structure is the framework architecture of VC software (Figure 6). 

Different kinds of surface material and GI properties will be created and modified in the 

large dashed rectangle by GLSL or HLSL through different framework at the bottom 

right corner of the figure. Then they will be presented in visualization by SceneGraph
19

 

of VC software. Finally, all the shaders will be able to connect into the program by 

Python, which is around the core services.  

2.2 OpenGL and GLSL vs. Direct3D and HLSL 

At Present the main 3D APIs
20

 for PC are OpenGL and Direct3D. Both OpenGL and 

Direct3D have their own shader language. OpenGL Shading Language (i.e. GLSL) is the 

native shading language for OpenGL. It cannot be directly compiled as High Level 

Shading Language (i.e. HLSL) does. The syntaxes of these two shading languages are 

very similar, but there are still a lot of differences in the coding details – not different 

only in the writing of data type, but in for some HLSL intrinsic function and sematic 

parameters. So HLSL cannot support OpenGL. However, the rendering result of GLSL 

and HLSL are similar, merely except the difference that GLSL is based on the API of 

OpenGL while HLSL is based on the API of Direct3D. Therefore the comparison 

between GLSL and HLSL is depended on the comparison of OpenGL and Direct3D.    

 

OpenGL is developed by SGI
21

. It is the API that can be applied on a lot of platforms 

such as Windows (the version 95 or higher than 95), Mac, UNIX, Beos
22

 and Os/2
23

 and 

so on. It is one of the earliest APIs for graphics. Programmers can produce and render 

high quality 3D result by directly accessing the graphic hardware devices through this 

API. It provides not only many capabilities for graphic computation, but also a lot of 

functions for graphics processing. Since OpenGL came out earlier, it has been used for 

many advanced graphics workstations. It has stronger graphics capability than Direct3D, 

thus it is the API that can be used for maximizing the greatest potential of 3D clip. 

 

DirectX is the API developed by Microsoft specifically for games. It can be applied only 

for the serial platforms of Windows, including Windows Mobile CE serial and 

Xbox/Xbox360. Although this younger API is difficult to be applied and its 

implementation efficiency is not so good due to consideration of its compatibility to all 

aspects, the compatibility of DirectX for windows is excellent and it can directly support 

the underlying or lower-level operations for all kinds of hardware devices of this API 

without going through GDI
24

 (Figure 7).  Therefore it has enhanced the speed of real-

time rendering to a great extent. And Direct3D is one part of DirectX API, it is mainly 

used for 3D graphics rendering in performance applications. That’s why almost all the 

mainstream games are developed based on Direct X today. 

    

                                                 
19

 SceneGraph is the general data structure that is commonly used by vector based graphics editing applications and 

modern computer games. 
20

 Application Programming Interface 
21

 Silicon Graphics, Inc. 
22

 An operating system for personal computers which began development by Be Inc 
23

 Operating System/2 
24

 Graphics Device Interface 
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Figure 7: OpenGL and Direct3D architecture 

   

We can easily find out from the above that the plug-ins of OpenGL and Direct3D are 

developed on different API base and use different programming kernel and there are no 

big differences between them regarding the architecture structure shown in Figure 7. The 

only difference is that the runtime of Direct3D is in OS (such as Windows) and this 

process is same for all kinds of drivers, but the runtime of OpenGL is directly done in the 

hardware drivers, nothing related to the platform. Because OpenGL digs more deeply 

than Direct3D in 3D graphics card, it has become the primary choice for the users who 

have high quality graphics cards. This is also the reason why OpenGL plug-ins requires 

more for the hardware device and has better 3D presentation than Direct3D plug-ins. In 

contrast, Direct3D is the kernel of DirectX, so its compatibility with Windows OS is 

excellent – this is undoubtedly a piece of good news for all the users who have low 

configuration in their PC hardware. This is also the reason why Direct3D is more popular 

than OpenGL nowadays. Of course, the accuracy of rendering and simulation result will 

be reduced more than OpenGL due to the reason of this low requirement for hardware 

drivers. However, the 3D presentation of Direct3D in general is acceptable. 

 

In summary, it can be concluded as follows: if the users request very high quality 3D 

rendering with good configuration of their PC, OpenGL and GLSL will be a good choice 

for them. But if they don’t have good configuration of their PC or they prefer high 

performance under Windows environment, Direct3D and HLSL will represent similar 

result for the rendering. Furthermore, both OpenGL and Direct3D can present the 

rendering result with the graphic card of NVDIA well, but the ATI graphics card cannot 

perform OpenGL as well as NVDIA graphics card.  
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2.3 Redway3D 

 
Figure 8: some rendering result of Redway3D 

   

Redway3D productions provide 3D high quality visualization in 3D industry fields, 

especially for high quality global illumination rendering of 3D materials and its high 

performance both in CPU and GPU. It has several products that can assist and generate 

high quality realistic material rendering in 3D scene and preview good quality material 

with good rate of performance rendering (Figure 8). These productions are: Redsdk 2.4, 

redExplorer, redMaterial and redMaterialEditor. All Redway3D files have their specific 

file format which is “.red”, such as a RED material, an exported 3D scene from 3dsMax, 

a 3D animation track, one or several 3D geometries, and IIC (the short term of indirect 

illumination computation) storage. All kinds of RED files can be reviewed by 

redExplorer. RedExplorer is used for editing rendering properties for the materials and 

global illumination in order to present the correct or required rendering result. And 

redMaterialEditor is used for previewing and editing RED materials with or without 

global illumination ray tracing option. Redway3D also provides its own material catalog 

for their users so that they will understand the material definition and properties more 

easily by finding and studying the materials in the catalog (Figure 2.left). Redsdk 2.4 is a 

C++ programming toolkit that bases on OpenGL and it is also a middleware of redway3D. 

It focuses especially on the visualization effects of the image of 3D scene. In addition, 

Redway3D has a plug-in redExporter for 3dsMax, which can export 3dsMax scene or 

object into RED format file. Almost all kinds of basic 3dsMax objects, lights and 

materials can be exported to RED formats, and redMaterial can be used in 3dsMax, 

edited in 3dsMax material editor and exported by redExporter, too. 

    

The materials of Redway3D have two kinds of rendering: photorealistic and real-time. 

Some materials have both kinds of rendering, but some of them don’t have real-time 

option. Because the real-time option is to speed up the reflection and refraction rendering 

without ray-tracing, it is based on creating the cube map to reflect and refract the 
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environment. The materials with rough surface don’t need the real-time option for the 

reason that it will not slow down the rendering speed by their rough surface. RedExplorer 

can load and manipulate RED files, save RED file(s), encrypted or not, replay animation, 

display and tune RED Materials, drag and drop materials directly on the model, render 

high quality images of any resolution, view RED 3D scene with high rate of interaction, 

create HDR (high dynamic range) sky demos and so on. As mentioned before, there is 

IIC storage option for the rendering in redExplorer. The user can use it for the 

computation first, save it as a RED file and reuse it without any rendering time later. IIC 

can be calculated either for camera or for entire scene, and IIC for entire scene will cost 

more calculation time than IIC camera. IIC sometimes is very useful for the scene that 

doesn’t activate the GI option, it can generate a fake GI for viewport so as not to affect 

the rending speed too much in the viewport, because normally GI rendering of ray tracing 

takes longer rendering time.  On the other hand, the users also can decide if they need 

shadow casting, ray-tracing and GI properties for the rendering in the viewport of 

redExplorer ( 

Figure 9). 

 

 
Figure 9: the rendering applies with IIC and HDR sky demo and ray-tracing. 

 

Even though Figure 8 shows that the rendering result of IIC (the short form of Indirect 

Illumination Cache) GI input with ray-tracing is very good, this rendering setting is only 

for the high quality photorealistic result and its rendering is not fast enough for real-time. 

And once ray-tracing, GI or IIC are applied together for the rendering in redExplorer, the 

whole performance of the dynamic scene in redExplorer will be slowed down a lot 

because even one frame even costs several seconds or more than one minute to render. 

Therefore the performance evaluation below in Table 1 shows the performances (frame 

per second) for dynamic scene only under the rendering without ray-tracing and GI 

options in redExplorer. Furthermore, the file Inventor, Spheres, Prius, and Simple are a 
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RED format files in different sizes and with different numbers of triangles of 3D objects 

in the RED dynamic scenes.  

 
File name Size of file  Material 

properties 

shadow 

caster  

Numbers of 

triangle 

Time for film 

rendering 

Rate 

(FPS) 

Inventor 63.59 MB Photorealistic × 1099487 00:04 2.8 

Inventor 63.59 MB Photorealistic √ 1099487 00:09 1.2-1.7 

Inventor 63.59 MB Photorealistic; 

1depth reflection 
√ 1099487 00:15 0.1 

Inventor 64.67 MB Real-time × 1099487 00:04 16-19 

Inventor 64.67 MB Real-time √ 1099487 00:05 5.2-6.7 

Inventor 64.67 MB Real-time; auto 

environment 
√ 1099487 00:08 4.1-5.8 

Spheres 77.64 MB Photorealistic × 2534402 00:00 19-23 

Spheres 77.64 MB Photorealistic √ 2534402 00:02 5.0-5.1 

Spheres 77.64 MB Photorealistic; 

1depth reflection 
√ 2534402 06:24 0.0 

Spheres 65.97 MB Real-time × 2534402 00:05 15-16 

Spheres 65.97 MB Real-time √ 2534402 00:07 4.0-4.1 

Spheres 65.97 MB Real-time; auto 

environment 
√ 2534402 00:09 3.0-3.6 

Prius 163.04 MB Photorealistic × 1919576 00:00 17-19 

Prius 163.04 MB Photorealistic √ 1919576 00:03 3.5-3.7 

Prius 163.04 MB Photorealistic; 

1depth reflection 
√ 1919576 00:43 0.0-0.9 

Prius 147.26 MB Real-time × 1919576 00:05 18-20 

Prius 147.26 MB Real-time √ 1919576 00:08 3.6-3.7 

Prius 147.26 MB Real-time; auto 

environment 
√ 1919576 00:09 3.7 

Simple 7.12 MB Photorealistic × 992 00:00 > 60 

Simple 7.12 MB Photorealistic √ 992 00:00 40-60 

Simple 7.12 MB Photorealistic; 

1depth reflection 
√ 992 00:10 0.1 

Simple 7.09 MB Real-time × 992 00:00 > 60 

Simple 7.09 MB Real-time √ 992 00:01 40-60 

Simple 7.09 MB Real-time; auto 

environment 
√ 992 00:01 40-60 

Table 1: the comparison table for different kinds of model 

 

From this recorded table (Table 1), it is not difficult for us to understand the following 

properties of RED file and how the rendering options will influence the performance of 

real-time rendering: 

 

1. The size of RED file, numbers of triangles and complicities of object 

structure in the RED scene will all affect the rate of performances a lot, since 

the rendering of smallest file (i.e. Simple) provides fast rendering rate except 

the photorealistic material with 1 depth reflection. 

  

2. The depths of reflection, refraction and transmission will reduce the rate if 

there is one or even more reflective or refractive 3D objects in the scene with 

one or more depths. 
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3. Shadow casting will also affect the performances – the rendering without 

shadow casting will provide better rate. 

 

It is not easy to simply conclude which type of materials will provide faster performance 

rate, since some photorealistic materials are without reflection, refraction or transmission 

properties (such as concrete) – that means the rendering of this kind of materials is fast. 

However, when rendering the materials with the depth properties for reflection or 

refraction, the rendering of real-time RED materials with auto environment is faster. But 

the real-time RED material will not provide reflection and refractions in case the option 

of auto environment is not activated. Therefore generally speaking, the rate of 

performance in RED file rendering is also depended on how much reflective and 

refractive material in the rendering scene. If there are a lot of reflective or refractive 

objects in the scene, real-time materials with auto environment will provide much better 

performance than photorealistic materials. In addition, Table 1 also shows that if more 

rendering options are requested, more rendering rate of performances will be reduced. 

2.4 Summary 

Through the study of Redway3D, we know that the external rendering tool such as 

Redway3D is more suitable and powerful for high quality photorealistic 3D scene 

rendering in still images. As compared to other external rendering tools, most of which 

cannot perform the real time rendering, the time for the high quality photorealistic 

rendering of Redway3D is shorter and its rate for real-time rendering is faster. However 

the rendering speed will be slowed down a lot if users want to enhance the quality of 

rendering result. We may conclude from the above that activation of more rendering 

options will reduce the efficiency of the dynamic performance.  Recently Redway3D has 

released the latest version 2.4, which can realize different kinds of rendering results based 

on different graphic cards. Because all the productions of Redway3D are developed 

under OpenGL, the NVDIA graphics card can present better result through Redway3D, 

while ATI’s graphics cards with low configuration can hardly run the correct rendering 

result. On the other hand, some errors and problems still exist in version 2.4. For example, 

all the RED materials are not able to preview in 3dsMax by redExporter – they all 

present pure black color without any shadings.  Therefore Redway3D is not the best 

external rendering tool for the material and GI real-time rendering in VC software. 

Because of this, this thesis project will focus more on the creation and development of 

shader languages in order to achieve the real-time rendering of material and GI in VC 

software.   

    

Although the comparison of GLSL and HLSL is made in this chapter, it is still hard to 

say which kind of shader language is the more suitable one for all VC users, because their 

PC hardware configurations are various. Fortunately, their vertex and fragment shaders 

are both C-like coding and their programming syntax is similar. Thus it is not so difficult 

to make the conversion between GLSL and HLSL. Moreover, some very efficient 

conversion software for GLSL and HLSL is available now. So this thesis project will be 

done by the application of GLSL to obtain the best rendering results first, and the 

conversion from GLSL to HLSL will be considered as the future development work.   
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Chapter 3 Material Shaders  

In this chapter, the technologies and properties of Material rendering which VC software requires 

will be classified and studied in details. At the same time, based on the basic research work from 

the above, the names and definitions of the required properties and parameters will be also 

suggested so as to provide a better interface for the users interface purpose. Thereby the users 

will feel easier to get familiar with the manipulation when they are editing the special materials 

by the application of the new updated version of VC software. 

3.1 Related Theories and Technologies 

There are a lot of different techniques and methods in material rendering. Based on the 

material rendering effects required, there are mainly six techniques to be used.  

3.1.1 Basic Texture Map and Multi Texturing 
 

 
Figure 10: Texture mapping for Ninja head model: by 

comparing Step2 and Step3, adding texture will give more details 

on the model surface. 

  

The meaning of object surface texture is the appearance effects of object surface. 

In most cases, the rendering will be not as realistic as we hope to get if there are 

only illumination model and colors but without textures on the object surface 

(Figure 10), because the appearances will catch the details of object surface 

through the textures, and the texture on object surface can adjust a lot of effect 

factors of appearances too.  In computer graphics, texture mapping is to use 

image, function or other data as the source to change the appearance of object 

surfaces. In the process of accessing textures, it can be classified into two 

methods – image texturing and procedural texturing. As their names implies, 

image texturing is to use the existing image as the texture source to do the texture 

mapping; while the texture source of procedural texturing is usually achieved by 

the way of program calculations, for example, the marble texture which is built 
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up by a four-octave spectral synthesis which is based on noise (Figure 11), or 

fractal texture. Though image texturing is easier to get the texture data through 

existing image source, the resolution of the image source is restricted by itself at 

the beginning. For this reason, it is also easier to get aliasing or blurring 

problems during rendering. In order to solve and avoid these problems caused by 

image self-restrictions, the techniques such as MIP mapping, interpolation, rip 

mapping etc. have to be used at last. Therefore, the memory consumption of 

image texturing is relatively high in the end, and the process also becomes more 

complicated. On the other hand, the texture data source of procedural texturing is 

not from existing source but achieved from the program which parameters are 

highly controllable, so its memory consumption is relatively low, and procedural 

texturing is also suitable for some more complicated geometries. However, in 

some cases, it is not so easy for procedural texturing to achieve various texture 

effects, because it has to require more efforts on the texture data source.     

 

 
Figure 11: marble texture achieved by procedural 

texturing. 

 

In short, texture mapping is the process that can be built up or modulated for the 

properties of object surface. If we want to accurately project the texture on an 

object, we need the corresponding function to do the mapping. So the texture 

coordinate is indispensable. The form of texture coordinates sometimes can be 

triple vector, i.e. (u, v, w), of which w represents the depth on the direction of 

projection. Of course, there are also some other systems using four coordinates 

for texture, i.e. (s, t, r, q), of which q is the fourth value of homogeneous 

coordinates
25

, it is analogous to the w component in the vertex coordinate
26

, and r 

represents the coordinate of the third dimension in the three dimensional texture. 

Every texture mapping can have its own texture coordinates, thus there is a 

concept of multiple texturing. There are four kinds of texture type, 1D, 2D, 3D 

and Cube. The most common one is 2D texture mapping. The biggest 

shortcoming of 2D texture is that it is prone to the problems of aliasing and 

inaccurate joints when mapping the texture on the surface of object. In contrast, 

3D texture can avoid those possible problems during 2D texture mapping. 

Furthermore, 3D texture is more accurate and useful than 2D texture when 

rendering solid object, animated textured model or volume rendering. However, 

                                                 
25

 In computer graphics, “Homogeneous Coordinates form a basis for the projective geometry that used extensively 

to project a 3D scene onto a 2D image plane.” [25] 
26

 The coordinates are represented as object coordinates in GL.  
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because there is more information for the third dimension in 3D texture than 2D 

texture relatively, same case for the size or format of texture files, 3D texture is 

always larger and more complex than 2D texture. Moreover, it is not so easy to 

produce 3D texture as 2D texture. The texture type of Cube is mainly for 

environment mapping, which will be discussed in Section 3.1.5, and in addition, 

the other mapping techniques will be also discussed below (i.e. bump mapping 

and so on) They are the extension of texture mapping. We can also consider them 

as advanced texture mapping. In general speaking, the pipeline of Texture is as 

follows (Flow Chart 1) [26]: 

 

 
Flow Chart 1: generalized pipeline of texture mapping. 

 

In order to get the correct correspondence relationship between object space and 

parameter space, the projection function should be used for transforming the 

vertex position in 3D space to texture coordinate. Different projection functions 

will provide different texture coordinates. Therefore the result of texture 

projection is also different (Figure 12). However, the texture coordinates also 

can be gained from other parameters, for example, surface normal, vertex 

position and so on. 

 

 
Figure 12: Different kinds of projection function [27]. 

 

The position of texture texel is projected to the texture coordinates through 

corresponder function
27

. This function contains four modes – repeat (in OpenGL, 

same as wrap in DirectX), mirror, clamp (in DirectX, same as clamp to edge in 

OpenGL) and border (in DirectX, same as clamp to border in OpenGL). After 

finding the correspondent texel and applying transform function, the fragment 

                                                 
27

 The function that converts parameter space to texture space locations 
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value needs to be calculated and integrated, and the expression of this value is 

usually a quaternion for color value which represents red (R), green (G), blue (B) 

and alpha (α) values separately, i.e. (r, g, b, α) . Furthermore, if several textures 

need to be mapped, there are two ways to calculate the final fragment value: one 

is multi-pass texture rendering – to get different texture values from different 

pass and integrate them finally, this techniques also can be considered as multi-

pass rendering, which will be also more introduced in Section 4.2.2 in Chapter 4; 

the other one is multi texturing, most of graphic hardware nowadays supports 

rendering for two or more textures on single pass (Flow Chart 2). In the process 

of multi texturing, we can add, subtract, multiply or divide the fragment color to 

the texture color from last stage. Of course, we can also compute the final result 

by blending method, which blends the colors of texture from last stage and 

fragment color through alpha blending.    
page 1  

 

 
Flow Chart 2: Process of multi texturing [26]  

3.1.2 Bump Mapping 
 

As it is mentioned above, bump mapping is one of advanced texture mapping. In 

1978 James Blinn introduced bump mapping [5]. From then on, bump mapping 

has been regarded as a cheap way to generate the model feature which requires 

huge amount of polygon to simulate details, e.g. dimples on golf balls, fabrics 

surface and rough concrete pavement etc. that contains wrinkles and uneven 

object surfaces. The basic idea of bump map is to change the surface normal of 

object through accessing texture, but it is not to change the color component in 

illumination model. The geometry normal of object surface is not changed, but it 

only changes the normal of illumination model. Of course, there are also two 

weaknesses that are rather fatal for this cheap presentation form of rough surface: 

on one hand, there is an unrealistic effect around the object silhouette – it only 

represents smooth contours, but no uneven contours; on the other hand, there is 

no self-shadow on the undulating convex or concave blocks, this artifacts will 

also make the rendering unnatural. Therefore, some interesting extended bump 

mapping techniques have been introduced, for example, relief mapping (Figure 

13) etc. However, most of the extended technique of bump mapping will produce 
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quite obvious aliasing effect (Figure 13) and rather large memory consumption. 

Thus this thesis will not provide detailed discussion in this area, but only place it 

into the techniques to be only considered in future, which will be discussed in 

Section 7.1 and 7.2 of Chapter 7.  

 

 
Figure 13: Parallax Occlusion Mapping (relief map rendering) in 

Render Monkey with the zoon in details, as we can see there are a 

lot or obvious aliasing effects in the purple circles on the object 

surface.  

 

There is another technique to represent uneven surface without the weaknesses of 

bump mapping, it is the displacement mapping. However, it is not the extended 

technique of bump mapping. It even has absolutely nothing to do with bump 

mapping in the view of theory – it is achieved by vertex texture fetching. As we 

can see the comparison of displacement mapping and bump mapping in Figure 

14 shown below, displacement mapping has more shape details on the object 

contours, and it has very natural self-shadows. Unfortunately, this approach 

usually has special requirement for the graphics card (i.e. ATI does not support 

vertex texture fetching approach), and the rendering speed of it is not so fast, 

therefore, this thesis work will use bump mapping approach to represent the 

uneven surfaces. 

 

 
Figure 14: Comparison of bump mapping and displacement 

mapping [28] 

 

There are a lot of approaches to render bump mapping. The first approach of the 

bump mapping was introduced by James Blinn in the paper of “Simulation of 

Wrinkled Surfaces” [5] He uses a gray scale height map to form the disturbance 
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of object surface normal. The size of the disturbance for normal vector is 

calculated by the partial derivatives of some surface parameters (i.e. texture 

coordinate) and height-field map, and these derivatives represents the rate of 

changes of some potential values. Therefore, if the derivative value of the height 

is large, then it indicates that the slope on that point of height map is very steep. 

Furthermore, the first bump mapping approach for real-time rendering is 

embossed bump mapping (in short EBM). It is one of the cheapest methods for 

bump mapping. In order to achieve EBM, we need three steps to render – the first 

rendering uses the original map which only has half brightness, the second 

rendering uses the inversed map which also has half brightness, but the texture 

coordinates need to be slightly moved on the light direction and also need 

“additive blending” mode for the texture blending and the last step is to multiply 

the original texture with the result that has processed with per-vertex lighting 

model (Figure 15).  

 

 
Figure 15: process of emboss bump mapping 

 

However, EBM has some serious limitation and problems:  

 

1) this approach only can be used for the calculation of diffuse component, but 

cannot be used for specular component;  

2) when the light direction is perpendicular to the object surface, there will be no 

offset for the second map, thus the bump map is disappeared (Figure 16);  

3) when the object surface is far away or deviate from the light source, this 

approach will be failed, because it is not irradiated;  

4) mip mapping cannot be used for this approach. Therefore, EMB is not an 

enough robust method for bump mapping.  

 

 
Figure 16: the offset of height map is depends on the light 

direction 
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Normal map is the most common technique for real-time bump map rendering 

today. This technique is from the source of article “Efficient bump mapping 

hardware” which is written by Peercy Et al. [29] The basic principle of it is to 

produce a normal map which is realized by input texture to build and calculate 

the disturbance of surface slope, then calculate the light direction and view 

direction and transform them to the tangent space on the vertex, and finally 

interpolate them with the disturbance normal vector in order to get the all values 

of lighting components. The disturbance information of the surface normal on the 

normal map is recorded through different color channels (Figure 17). 

 

 
Figure 17: Convert input texture to 

normal map 

 

As we can see from Figure 17 shown above, a three-axis coordinate system is 

put on the normal map, in which x-axis towards to right corresponds to the red 

color channel, y-axis towards to up corresponds to the green color channel, and z-

axis is to point out of our screen and represents to the blue channel. Therefore, 

we can get an image that all the red color edges are facing to the x direction, all 

the green edges are facing to the y direction and all the faces to the z directions 

are bluish. As the result of most surface normal vectors on the input texture 

facing to the z direction (i.e. pointing out of the surface), thus the majority color 

for normal map normally is blue-violet color. When Blinn [5] used height map to 

do the calculations, he met a problem. The problem was that he didn’t know in 

which coordinates system the normal vectors was located after getting their 

values, because they were calculated by the “ground place” that was related to 

the primary height map.  When this normal map is applied to a model, the initial 

normal vector [0, 0, 1] should be assumed that it is corresponded to the surface 

normal which is not be disturbed. Then Blinn built the coordinate system for 

normal vectors by the derivatives of surface texture coordinates in order to solve 

this problem. “Tangent space” is the name of this coordinate system – their x and 

y axes are parallel to the coordinates of UV texture and z axis is perpendicular to 

the texture surface, usually x and y axes are called as “tangent” and “binormal” 

vectors and z axis corresponds to the surface normal that are not disturbed. Blinn 

calculated the normal vectors that were used for producing disturbance on the 

model coordinate system in the tangent space for every fragment, however 

Peercy introduced a more efficient way in the article “Efficient Bump Mapping 

Hardware” [29], which only pre-calculates the tangent and binormal vectors on 

the vertex level, then transforms them to the tangent space, and interpolates the 

surface-to-light vector from surface point which is at every vertices during the 
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real-time rendering. In order to normalize the surface-to-light vector on the 

fragment level, a same coordinate system is used for both surface-to-light vector 

and disturbance normal vectors. Finally according to the lighting model, the 

diffuse and specular components can be gotten by the calculation in the tangent 

space.   

 

Once the surface normal on the fragment level is done, the bump mapping can be 

built. The graphics card in the early time (e.g. Radeon
28

) could only operate 

simply to disturb the normal vectors, i.e. usually the operation for dot production 

of three components, thus this technique can also be called as “Dot3 bump 

mapping”. It is very difficult to achieve the lighting calculation for high quality 

specular light component for those old graphics cards, because they cannot do the 

operation of exponentiation. The new graphics card today can provide more 

flexible functions for the processing of fragment, it allows the users to use the 

normal map to achieve more advanced calculation of per-pixels lighting (which 

we will introduce in first section of Chapter 4). Moreover, it can also achieve 

different kinds of refraction, reflection and even more complex ray-tracing 

calculations with surface normal. Based on the basic theory of normal map, the 

environment mapping based bump mapping also can be achieved, it will be 

discussed more in the environment mapping in Section 3.1.4 later. 

3.1.3 Anisotropic Surface 
 

 
Figure 18: objects with anisotropic surfaces 

 

Some surface materials such as brushed metal (e.g. the fan reflection on smooth 

cooking utensils) and the reflection on some silk fabric also need to be achieved 

during the real-time rendering, but this kind of rendering cannot be completely 

done by only texture mapping or bump mapping, because the specular 

component is usually not the normal isotropic on their surfaces. This kind of 

material is commonly called as anisotropic material. In the contrary to isotropic, 

anisotropic means the different properties of lighting behaviors in the different 

directions, in other words – the lighting behavior is related to the direction. In 

physics terms, if behavior is different when measuring along the material in 

different direction, people will usually say that the material has some kinds of 

“anisotropy”. For instance, the structure of particular crystal will produce 

anisotropic reflection, and it is also possible to produce anisotropic reflection if 

some material surfaces have organized small bump slots. Anisotropic reflection 
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 Graphics card of ATI 
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is a phenomenon of reflection light on anisotropic surface. It is also very often 

that we can see this kind of anisotropic reflection effects, as in the examples that 

were presented above (Figure 18).  

 

The first paper researching and discussing the basic theory about anisotropic 

lighting model in CG area is “A Model for Anisotropic Reflection” which is 

written by Pierre Poulin and Alain Fournier in 1990 [30], the model they 

proposed is based on the assumption that the surface of the object is formed with 

a lot of small cylinder to produce the anisotropic reflection effect. Although their 

approach can achieve the anisotropic surface, this method is rather complex and 

also too expensive for real-time rendering. Therefore there is still a requirement 

for other simpler and cheaper ways even for the graphics hardware today. In the 

article of “Illumination in Diverse Codimensions” a way for the surface rendering 

of hair, fur, or fabric was introduced by Banks et al. in 1994 [31] and also in the 

article “Fast Display of Illumination Field Lines” that is written by Stalling et al. 

in 1997 [32], the research and understanding of anisotropic reflection have been 

brought to deeper discussion so as to get a formula for the most significant light 

reflection. More robust approaches which are introduced through systematically 

study for the anisotropic lighting are from article “Efficient Rendering of 

Anisotropic Surface Using Computer Graphics Hardware”. This article is written 

by Heidrich et al. in 1998 [33]. In this article Heidrich analytically separated 

Banks’ anisotropic BRDF
29

, and get the formula (Equation 1) below to present 

the diffuse and specular components of anisotropic surface finally, and these 

formulas are also mentioned in article “Per-Pixel Strand Based Anisotropic 

Lighting” [34]: 

 

               √  (      )  

 

                 √  (       )  √  (      )  (      )(      ) 

 
Equation 1: formula for diffuse and specular component of anisotropic highlight 

 

Of which L and V are the light vector and view vector, R is the vector of 

reflection direction, and T is the vector of grooves direction. The calculation of T 

is rather complex, but it can be achieved by the calculation of disturbance angle 

from input texture, which also can be achieved from the customized texture for 

specular light component (Figure 19). And Heidrich also provides a simpler 

function      (    ) for the diffuse component. This clamp function will 

return zero for negative value and otherwise return the value from this identity 

function. 

 

                                                 
29

 Bidirectional reflectance distribution function – it will be discussed in Chapter 4 Section 4.1. 
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Figure 19: anisotropic specular component. 

 

In general, because of the different structure of the organized small grooves on 

the object surface, two kinds of anisotropic reflection can be classified according 

to their different directions:  they are linear anisotropic highlight and radial 

anisotropic highlight (Figure 20). Certainly, cylindrical anisotropic highlight is 

also a type of anisotropy, but it is the type of linear anisotropic highlight which is 

reflected as cylinder. As we can know from Figure 20, the direction of the 

groove on the surface which has linear anisotropic highlight is horizontal, 

therefore the reflection is usually horizontal, too and the direction is along the 

normal; on the other hand, the direction of radial anisotropic highlight is defined 

along the tangent direction, and its direction of grooves is also usually vertical. 

 

 
Figure 20: types of anisotropic highlight 

 

There is another way to render anisotropic surface. It is the extended method 

from the method mentioned above, but it relatively simplifies the most complex 

part of the method – the calculation for T. Someone has simplified the calculation 

process of Equation 1 from above into the lookup process of texturing [34]: LT 

and VT can be considered as the s and t coordinates of the UV lookup, in order 

to get NL and VR (N.B. N and R here are aimed for the most significant 

normal and reflected direction). The lookup texture only needs to separate the 

color channels (RGBa) into two parts (Figure 21), the first part (i.e. RGB) 

corresponds the diffuse texture lookup table for t, i.e. LT; and the second part is 

the alpha channel which corresponds the specular texture lookup table, i.e. the s 

coordinate which is represented by VT.  However there is a more clear 

simplification for the method in the article which is from NV SDK anisotropic 

Lighting [35] – it directly uses LN and HN instead of s and t in the coordinate 

of lookup texture, because the calculation of T is too complex. In this method, N 

is the normal of vertex, but it is not the most significant one for the normal, and 

H is the half vector of the light source. 
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Figure 21: texture lookup table for anisotropic highlight [34] 

 

This method is rather simple and clear, but the texturing has been already used 

for the calculation of specular light, and the input lookup texture cannot be 

controlled by any existing parameters. It is a restriction for the lighting 

component of specular and diffuse, therefore this method is not a flexible method 

for controlling. Certainly, the light intensity will not be restricted by the lookup 

texture by using the method introduced by Heidrich [33], and it is also able to use 

customized texture for anisotropic reflection (Figure 19), but as it was 

mentioned before, the biggest problem for this method is the complexity for 

calculating T value – the reflections will present in a wrong way if there are too 

many small polygons in one small area, T will easily overlap to each other. As 

we can see the wireframe view of details on Hebe model’s head in  

Figure 22, there are plenty of small polygons which are squeezed together to 

form the complex shape of Hebe nose, mouse, eyes and ears (see Diffuse only in  

Figure 22), but after adding the anisotropic reflections to those areas, the 

reflection become completely white (see Specular only and Diffuse only in  

Figure 22).  
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Figure 22: anisotropic rendering on model Hebe. 

3.1.4 Diffraction  
 

Report “Diffraction shaders” is a SIGGRAPH article which is written by Jos 

Stam in 1999 [36]. The approach he introduced can be applied for the light wave 

property during rendering. The optical theories and mathematical calculation of 

diffraction were researched deeply in the article and the algorithm model of 

diffraction shaders was also suggested. Later on Stam also gave a simpler version 

for achieving approach in the book Gems 1 of NVDIA [37].  

 

 
Figure 23: light interference by a ball and the mathematical method 

between two light waves with one single color of the light (green laser). 

 

We can commonly see diffraction on the back side of CD disk. Particular color at 

particular position will be changed according to the change of lighting and 

viewing on its surface. As we know from the optical theory, light exhibits two 

properties, one is particles and the other one is waves. In the lighting model of 

Phong shading
30

, the light is regarded as a continuous line, and it can reflect and 

refract, this is due to the fact that the light is abstracted as a particle flow that is 

flowing continuously (i.e. the light property of particles), if there is no external 

physical force or motionless in the flow, then the light will naturally on the 

straight line. However because the light also has wave property, in other words it 

is only an overall concept for the particles property which is transmitted on 

straight line, therefore the particles property of light can be considered as 

macroscopic phenomenon (i.e. reflection and refraction), and the wave property 

can be considered as microscopic phenomena (i.e. interference and diffraction) 

correspondently. Consequently, Phong model is not suitable, if the object of light 

researching is microscopic phenomenon. So it is necessary to find a model which 
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 One of illumination model in computer graphics, it will be introduced in Chapter 3 Section 3.1 
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can “recognize” the wave property of light. The diffraction is the microscopic 

phenomenon when the light occurs a very small linearity obstacle. It means that 

the linearity is smaller than or almost same as wavelength (lambda, ), the light 

will be bypassed and scattered. The simulation is also built by the most 

significant light reflection in the lighting model of anisotropic surface material in 

previous section. However, some interactions between scattered lights haven’t 

been discussed in previous section. Moreover these interactions are the 

interference of light, they are the effect of overlapping which is produced by the 

bypass and scattered lights (Figure 23). As we see in Figure 23, the bright and 

dark lines in regular order are produced by adding up and cancelling between 

each light wave. Since different light colors correspond to different length of 

light wave, the interactions become more complex. If we want to select a 

situation that is in the most significant case for diffraction, we have to ensure that 

the light wave should be in the same phase, because if the light waves are totally 

opposite to each other, they will cancel each other (Figure 23 case b), but if there 

are some phase differences between two light waves, the final light wave will 

gradually decay according to their degree which increases the cancellation degree 

between the waves. So in general we can consider that only the light waves 

carrying same phase can reflect into our eyes.  Then the next step is to consider 

the calculation for optical path (Figure 20 below), which can be presented in the 

following formula (Equation 2): 

 

(           )        

 
Equation 2: optical path formula 

 

Where 1 is the direction of the incident planer wave, 2 is the angle to the 

receiver, d is the space length between the grooves on object surface, and n is an 

arbitrary positive integer (Figure 24) [37]. 

 

 
Figure 24: Angles Used for Computing the 

Difference in Phase between Reflected Waves [37] 

 

This equation above fulfills the conditions of optical path. The sum-up of the 

wave amplitude of the same wave length is the final light intensity which travels 

into our eyes. As for the formation of rainbow colors on diffraction surface, we 

know that different color corresponds to different light wave length. The reason 
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that we can see a particular color at a particular position is that correspondent 

wave length of color fulfills the condition was mentioned above – the light color 

and intensity doesn’t disappear but they are enhanced and finally travelled into 

our eyes. Since the result of the formula  (           ) is changed along 

with the change of the view vector and the light vector, the final result of the 

formula that we see is also changed in the case that these variables fulfill the 

changing condition. Therefore the result that we can see is the final light which is 

tested through the wave length (). On the other hand, we also need to 

understand the transformation between  and color, even though we know that  

corresponds to color, but  is an unperceivable value, and color is one of the 

most important perceived values in computer graphics. The range of the visible 

light wave length  is around 400-700nm in optical theory, but the color range in 

computer graphics is from 0 to 255 and this color range cannot include all the 

range of real color in our real life. Moreover RGB color has three channels, and it 

seems that it is difficult to do the transformation from one value  to three 

channels of values for color.  Stam has provided a formula (Equation 3) in order 

to do the transformation from  to color in his article [37]. This method gets the 

RGB value in the lookup position by retrieving the normalized wavelength  in a 

provided lookup texture (Figure 25). 

 

 ( )      (  (      ))  

 ( )      (  (      ))  

 ( )      (  (      ))  

      

    ( )   | |            

 
Equation 3: the bump function and definition for RGB components from the rainbow map [37] 

 

 
Figure 25: the rainbow color map for lookup texture of 

wavelength [37] 

  

Having known the theory of transforming  value to color, we should make it 

clear how to calculate (           ) formula. In Stam’ s article [37], he 

provides the result formula    (           ) which is calculated from the 

wave in phase formula (Equation 4) as shown below and the theory which is 

represented in Figure 24. 

 

| |     
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Equation 4: the formula for the waves which are in phase 

 

In this formula, we can know that u is the dot production of surface tangent T 

and the half vector H of light. According to the theory of anisotropic lighting 

direction, diffraction also can have two kinds of lighting direction as Figure 20 

shows. By replacing T to N (the normal), we can also get linear type of 

diffraction. 

3.1.5 Environment Mapping 
 

 
Figure 26: reflections from our real world 

 

We can see a lot of reflections in our daily life, for instance, the reflection on 

smooth and shiny car surface, the glass reflection on building’s windows and the 

lamps reflection on the road when it is raining (Figure 26). The typical approach 

for traditional rendering of photorealistic reflection effect in computer graphics 

area is ray-tracing. However, this method demands relatively high requirements 

for the graphics hardware of the computer – i.e. the capability should be able to 

process and calculate large amount of data at the same time. Therefore, it is 

almost impossible to use ray-tracing approach to achieve the reflection effect of 

real-time rendering. In order to achieve reflection by the real-time rendering, and 

also to keep the high quality and realistic effect, the environment mapping 

technique has been developed to enhance efficiency of reflection rendering. 

Environment mapping is also called reflection mapping.  It is a technique that 

uses the prepared or pre-produced environment texture to project on the object 

surface by reflection vector so as to achieve the reflection effect from the 

surrounding environment (Equation 7). In the racing game Need for Speed: 

Underground 2
31

, the environment mapping is widely used for the reflections in 

real-time. So it becomes one of the essential elements in the game. It is 

remarkable that environment mapping is only an approximate fake reflection of 

the real reflection by comparing with ray-tracing. But the greatest weakness of 

environment map is the limitation of self-reflection – it means that we cannot see 

some part of the reflective object on itself (e.g. the spouts of teapot cannot be 

seen on the body of the reflective teapot). However, this weakness cannot 

influence the relatively realistic result of approximate reflection very much. 

                                                 
31

 A cross-platform racing video game that is published by Electronic Arts in 2004 
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Especially as for the distanced or global reflection, the result of environment map 

is almost no big difference by comparing to ray-tracing. Furthermore there is no 

strict requirement for building environments scene by a lot of 3D models, which 

means environment reflection will be also achieved almost correctly if there is 

only an environment textures available without any 3D models in the object 

soundings. 

 

The idea of environment mapping was first introduced in the article Texture and 

Reflection in Computer Graphics Images written by James Blinn and Martin 

Newell in 1976 [38]. The texture for environment mapping is a latitude rectangle 

image, so this method is also called Blinn/Newell Latitude mapping. Spherical 

environment mapping is widely considered as the most traditional environment 

mapping. This environment mapping approach was introduced in Gene Miller’s 

article Illumination and Reflection Maps: Simulated Objects in Simulated and 

Real Environments in 1982 [39]. The texture for reflection is a spherical image 

which is produced by fish eye camera or light probe. Then in the year 1986, Ned 

Green proposed the most commonly used method for environment mapping in 

his article Environment Mapping and other applications of World Projections – 

that is cube mapping [6]. Just as the name implies, the texture image of cube 

mapping is a cross shape image which can map the reflection after folding it to a 

cube. Paul Debevec also has made a page for the environment mapping area in 

his personal website in order to popularize and update the newest information for 

realistic reflection mapping rendering [40], and he also provides different kinds 

of environment map in Light Probe Image Gallery web page [41] and the texture 

production and converting software HDR Shop [42] as well. Of course, there are 

still many other ways to achieve environment mapping, for instance, the 

paraboloid mapping which was introduced by Wolfgang Heidrich [43], the 

octahedron mapping introduced by Emil Praun [44], the pyramid mapping 

introduced by Mauro Steigleder [45] and HEALPix mapping which was 

introduced in 2006 by Tien-Tsin Wong, et al [46]. However, the most typical and 

common reflection mapping method is still Blinn/Newell latitude mapping, 

spherical mapping and cube mapping.    

 

  
     (    ⁄ )   

  
 

 

  
          ⁄

 
 

 
Equation 5: Formula for calculation UV texture coordinates of Blinn/Newell latitude mapping. 
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Figure 27: Uffizi scene texture in Blinn/Newell latitude 

mapping format and the diagrammatic sketch for mapping 

  

The basic theory of Blinn/Newell latitude mapping (Figure 27) is to use a 

longitude-latitude environment texture to project onto the object surface by using 

Equation 5 to find the UV texture coordinate for the projection. The advantage 

of this environment mapping method is that the full scene of the left, the right, 

the front and the back can be seen completely if there is no distortion on the 

texture map. But there are also five inevitable weaknesses for this method: 1) 

sometimes if the ratio is not correct on the horizontal sides (i.e. left, right, front 

and back side), the full reflection will become distorted due to the compression 

or stretch of the horizontal sides. 2) Low resolution texture is much easier to 

produce the distortion from interpolation. 3) The sides from two poles (i.e. up 

and down) get distortion very often by compression of the seams. 4) The 

calculation processes of tan
-1

 and sin
-1

 from the equation are not so easy – they 

will make the calculation model more complex and take more time. 

  

 

 
Figure 28: Uffizi scene texture in spherical mapping format and 

the diagrammatic sketch for mapping 
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Equation 6: Formula for calculation UV texture coordinates of spherical mapping 

 

Spherical mapping method is to image a spherical mapping texture which is 

produced by the environment from a ball mirror or fish eye camera (Figure 28). 

This method of environment mapping simulates the environment mapping on 

spherical surface, adjusts the calculation through the ordinary UV texture 

coordinates mapping in order to produce the distorted reflection on the sphere. 

The equation for the UV coordinates of spherical mapping is much easier than 

the Blinn/Newell latitude mapping. It is calculated by the surface normal 

(Equation 6). The coordinates will not distort at the position where the normal  

is perpendicular to the camera, but surrounding points will distort more and more 

according to the gradual changes of normal along x and y direction when 

calculating normal.  Therefore, the following weaknesses of spherical mapping 

can be concluded:  

 

1) Because of the big distortion on the back half of the texture, the reflections in 

other range of the view will be distorted seriously, except the range of the 

view in the front half area. So there is only one free view angle for the 

viewing position of spherical mapping.  

 

2) There is always a mutation point on the back side of the reflection on the 

surface of reflective object. 

 

3) A large portion of the MIP map from the texture is not in use, but it still takes 

the consumption of the memory.  

 

4) The model for the reflective object must have convex surface due to the fact 

that the process of producing spherical texture is based on fish eye or mirror ball, 

otherwise the result will not be realistic.  
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Figure 29: Uffizi scene texture in cube mapping format and 

the diagrammatic sketch for mapping   page 2 

 

In fact, cube mapping is the substitute of the old spherical mapping and 

Blinn/Newell mapping, because it can totally solve the problem of all the 

mutation edges and points in the spherical and Blinn/Newell mapping, and it also 

doesn’t have limitation for the free angle range of the viewing position and 

requirement for the shape of the reflective object. Basically, as long as the 

process of producing and filtering is correct, the cube mapping will not have 

obvious seams and it will also provide more realistic rendering for the reflection 

compared to the other reflection mapping methods. Therefore, Cube mapping can 

be considered as the mainstream of environment mapping in computer graphics 

area nowadays. However, cube mapping still has one shortcoming: It is the six 

repeating methods of the process – if there is a requirement for creating a texture 

of cube mapping, the rendering should be repeated for six times, i.e. generating 

the texture for each face (left/-x, right/+x, up/-y, down/+y, front/-z and back/+z) 

of the cube (Figure 29).  This approach is a bit complex, especially for the 

dynamic environment map by comparing to other methods, because the same 

calculations should repeat six times compulsorily. However, cube map is a quite 

fast and realistic efficient method for the static environment mapping by using 

the existing source of cube map texture. Moreover, the efficiency of cube 

mapping has been already improved a lot thanks to today technologies. It is 

efficient enough for the real-time rendering by the some methods to keep the 

satisfied quality and rate, e.g. replacing by numbers of existing retendered static 

cube map, decreasing the consumption of real-time rendering (e.g. restricting the 

refresh rate of environment mapping) and applying programmable rendering 

channel to decrease the rendering consumption of cube mapping and so on.   

 
 page 3  
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Figure 30: principle diagrammatic sketch – Calculating 

the reflected ray R 

 

We can understand from above Figure 30 the calculation of the reflection vector. 

In this figure, N is the normal at current point on object surface, V is the viewing 

vector which is also known as incident ray and R is the reflection vector. When V 

reaches the object surface, it reflects along the direction R and bases on N. The 

incident angel v is same as the reflection angle r, because the surface has been 

considered as prefect reflective mirror. Thus we get the following formula for the 

calculation of the reflection vector.   

 

               (          )         

 
Equation 7: Formula of reflection vector 

3.1.6 Fresnel Reflection and Refraction 
 

In the previous section, we have already grasped certain principles and methods 

of reflection rendering. However, we usually see some objects which have not 

only the smooth surface to reflect the surrounding environment, but also they 

refract surrounding environment at the same time through their transparent 

medium. In general, when light is travelling between two transparent media with 

refractive indices, its direction is changed, but human eyes and the target object 

are respectively in these two media and the connection between them are two 

non-linear straight lines (Figure 31, red lines). Moreover, people always 

consciously “realize” their sights to be linearly straight, thus the position of the 

target object is always recognized at the top-front place of the actual position – 

this is the phenomena of refraction. In Figure 31, we also see that there is 

another separated ray (blue line) which is the reflected ray as we know. 

Therefore, the colors that we will see at the intersection point O are combined 

with two parts when our sight ray travels at that point: one is the environment 

“projection” which is produced along the reflected ray, and the other one is the 

environment “projection” that is produced along the refracted ray. That’s why 

this kind of technique rendering for the object which has both reflection and 

refraction properties can be also considered as an advanced multi texturing 

mapping.    
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Figure 31: principle diagrammatic sketch – 

Calculating the reflected ray Reflect and refract ray 

Refract 

 

Refraction can be achieved by ray-tracing technique, too, but we have already 

known that ray-tracing approach is more suitable for photorealistic rendering and 

not good enough at real-time rendering. Thus both reflection and refraction 

rendering can be achieved by environment mapping. The only difference 

between them is the functions of reflection and refraction. As we know from 

reflection theory, the reflection vector is determined by the relationship between 

incident ray vector and normal vector. However the calculation principle of 

refraction function is different from reflection, because there is one more 

particular factor should be considered into the calculation. This factor is the ratio 

value of the refraction indices between two media. We can call it “EtaRatio”.  

Andrew S. Glassner provided the equation which is based on the Snell’s law
32

 for 

calculating the refraction vector (Equation 8) [47]:   

  
page 411  
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Equation 8: formula for refraction vector which is shown in Figure 31 

 

Therefore, we can conclude that if we know the incident ray vector     , normal 

vector        and the ratio of refraction indices         , we can get the result 

of the refraction vector.  
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 A formula is used to describe the relationship between the angle of incidence and refraction, when the light is 

passing through from one medium to another. The equation of Snell’s law is: 
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Figure 32: Fresnel reflection and refraction examples in real world 

 

We often see the examples, in which the intensities of reflection and refraction 

are different due to different viewing angles on one object surfaces in our daily 

life, such as the lake example in Figure 32, we can clearly see the stones under 

the water in the front area, but we can only see the reflected mountain forests and 

sky on water surface, which is far away from the view position. Moreover, at 

some places we can even see the mixture result for both reflection and refraction. 

The swimming pool example in the above Figure 32 confirms the Fresnel result, 

too. Therefore in the example of the lake surface, we can see that more degrees 

for the angle of the incident ray will produce more reflection intensity and less 

refraction intensity, and contrarily, less degree will produce less reflection 

intensity and less refraction intensity. That’s why we only can see the stones 

under the water in front of the picture. This is the well-known Fresnel condition, 

and this condition is used for describing the reflection and refraction when the 

light is travelling between the different media with different index of refraction 

(hereinafter referred to as IOR), so the reflection that is described in the 

condition is also regarded as Fresnel reflection. page 5 

   

In the year 1994, Christophe Schlick proposed the calculation for the blending 

factor of Fresnel condition for reflection and refraction in his article “An 

Inexpensive BRDF Model for Physically-based Rendering” [48] (Equation 9).  

Although the result is an approximation, its accuracy is around 1%. So the 

blending of the reflection and refraction intensities in Fresnel condition on the 

rendering surface is more realistic. 

 

          (   )(             )
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Equation 9: Fresnel blending factor 

 

The value for fresnelPower can be 5, and 
  

  
 is the EtaRatio which is discussed 

above. Therefore in general, the requirements for rendering of Fresnel condition 

are EtaRatio, incident ray vector and normal vector. Of course, we can also 
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replace the refraction fragment to a matt surface (such as the low reflection rough 

surface), this kind of material is the coated material (e.g. normal car paint) – this 

will be discussed more in the Section 3.2, in which the details of material 

definition and classification will be presented.   

3.2 Material Classification, Definition and Properties  

According to the basic techniques for the materials rendering on object surface which has 

been studied in Section 3.1 above, we can classify the materials into following six types: 

solid plastic, metal, stone, wood, transparent object and Fabrics. Of course in the end a 

kind of surface material which includes all the material techniques as described above 

can be created for the users to control all the properties in one material shader. However, 

this material will reduce the rendering rates, thus this material is only considered as a 

reference when users want to present a very special material. And the following six types 

are mainly used for our rendering.    

3.2.1 Opaque Plastic 
    

There are many kinds of plastic. Some of them are transparent or semitransparent, 

thus the transparent and semitransparent plastic will be discussed in Section 3.2.5. 

According to the properties of opaque plastic, the plastic can be separated into 

two main categories: one is the normal plastic, and the other one is lacquer 

coated plastic. The plastic properties under the clear lacquer coat are the same as 

normal opaque plastic, therefore the properties of normal opaque plastic will be 

defined and classified first in this section, and then the coated plastic will be 

studied in Section 3.2.1.2. 

3.2.1.1.Normal Plastic 

    

Firstly we can take a look at what special characteristics the normal 

plastic has on the surface by comparing with other kinds of materials in 

order to get more accuracy result for rendering properties of opaque 

normal plastic. The specular reflection on smooth plastic always has 

lower intensity than the specular reflection on metal surface. The 

intensity of the environment color is slightly added with the surface base 

color and it is also absorbed by the surface that is not absolutely smooth 

before it is reflected, so the reflectivity on smooth plastic surface is not 

high, neither the absorption rate. There are also some plastic surfaces 

which are relatively rough, thus their reflection is not mirror kind, but 

there will be an area with higher intensity of diffuse light under the light 

source compared to other areas not under the light source. Moreover, 

there is also a kind of plastic surface, such as the matte surface, on which 

the reflected diffuse light is spread more widely. It makes the reflected 

intensity much lower on the surface. Therefore, we can know that there 

are mainly three optical characteristics of common opaque plastic: low 

intensity of specular reflection on smooth plastic surface (Figure 33.a), 

rough reflection on shiny/gloss surface (Figure 33.b) and rough 
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reflection on matte surface (Figure 33.c). It is worth to assume that all 

the global illumination properties are fixed (i.e. the diffuse component
33

 

of global illumination on object surface). The properties of global 

illumination settings will be studied and defined in next chapter. 

 

 
Figure 33: a) reflected environment on very smooth plastic; 

b) diffuse reflection on shiny/glossy plastic surface; c) 

diffuse reflection on matte plastic/rubber surface.  

 

We may find from the above description and analysis that the basic 

properties of common opaque plastic can be the bump strength, the color 

of the plastic, texture, bump texture, the size of the textures, glossiness 

and blending factor of specularity/reflectivity (transition from rough to 

smooth, i.e. reflection factor). The basic properties can be achieved and 

adjusted by the properties of the texturing and bump mapping. The size 

of the textures is dependent on the size of all textures coordinates. The 

bump strength can be also controlled by the strength value from normal 

map filtering if the normal map is formed in real time. Or we may just 

control the differences between the normal on bump map and the object 

normal to modify the bump strength. Because of its low intensity of 

reflectivity and absorption properties, the color for specular for this kind 

of material is set to white as the default value, and this value will not be 

used as a property controller during rendering and adjusting. On the other 

hand, for the characteristics properties, the intensity of total reflection can 

be also changed by the alpha value of final total reflection. The 

reflectivity can be achieved by environment mapping, and glossiness can 

be controlled by the value which is from the specular light component of 

Lambert term
34

 condition in cube map convolution
35

for image based 

lighting
36

. This parameter will be mentioned and studied in the sections 

in next chapter. Finally for the transition of rough and smooth plastic 

surface, we can set a parameter that blends and transforms from one to 

the other. The surface of the plastic Christmas ornament is a good 

example and very common to see in real world – the mirror kind of 
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 The cube map convolution in Section 4.3.3 of  next chapter 
34

 In Section 4.1 of  next chapter 
35

 In Section 4.3 of  next chapter 
36

 In Section 4.3 of  next chapter 
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reflectivity is blended with specular highlight, so the surface will presents 

this kind of special plastic surface effect that is with the rough specular 

highlight and the environment reflection at the same time (Figure 34).     

 

 
Figure 34: different kinds of reflection on different kinds of plastic Christmas 

ornament surface. 

3.2.1.2.Coated Plastic   

 

In fact, the example of the above Christmas ornament is also a special 

reflection effect that is painted with smooth opaque or semitransparent 

coat on its spherical surfaces which are in different degrees of roughness. 

However the coat is not thick and transparent enough to present the 

Fresnel condition totally. The Fresnel reflection effect (e.g. Figure 35) in 

this section will only occur when the coat is thick enough and purely 

transparent.  

 

 
Figure 35: the examples for coated plastic in Fresnel condition.  

   

There are mainly three basic parameters at least for the transparent coat 

on coated plastic: the total intensity of diffuse component of the coat, the 

total intensity of specular component of the coat, and an option for 

bumped coat and smooth coat, i.e. the bumped option of the coat. As to 

other basic intensity controller, these first two parameters are similarly 

controlled by the alpha value of the total intensity of the specular and 

diffuse component on the coat. They exist mainly due to the reason that 

the different environment map will provide different light intensity and it 

will sometimes cause the final rendering result to produce some distortion 

for the global illumination. Therefore, these two parameters are used for 
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balancing the rendering result of the coating. Furthermore, the bumped 

option of the coat depends on the condition whether the user needs 

absolutely smooth coated surface or the bumped coat which is same as 

the object surface under the coat. In most cases, the coat can be rendered 

without bump, as the laptop and phone cover example in the above 

Figure 35, because there is no bump for object surface under the coat or 

the spacing between the grooves of the bump is too small. However, if 

there are some large gaps between the grooves, it’s better to render a 

bumping coat along object surface bump in order to get more realistic 

rendering result.  

 

In addition, there are also two characteristics for the coat. They are 

parameters for the Fresnel condition rendering: the Fresnel bias and the 

Fresnel power which initial values are 5 in Equation 9. These two 

parameters are all for controlling the blending of reflection and the object 

surface under the coat, the range of Fresnel power can be from 5 to 7 – 5 

is the maximum value and 7 is the minimum value for reflection. Fresnel 

power can be fixed at the beginning and it doesn’t need to be modified, 

because the Fresnel bias also can be used for controlling the blending 

region if there is no any special case. Its range is from 0 to 1. 

3.2.2 Metal 
  

The absorption of metal is very strong, and its reflectivity is also very high, thus 

when we see the environment reflections from the colored metal surfaces, they 

are usually unlike the slight reflection on plastic surface, and the reflection 

always contains the same color as the metal. The intensity of metal glossiness is 

usually strong, so we know that most of the smooth metal surface can reflect like 

a mirror. Of course if we trace back to the history and the production processes 

of mirror, we will find that the silver color material which is on the back of the 

mirror is also metal. The mirrors that we use nowadays are usually made by 

pasting aluminum on the smooth glass surface. Because of its high and strong 

absorption and reflectivity properties with different roughness and different 

direction of polishing, metal has different glossiness and even sometimes has 

anisotropic lighting properties (as we can see from those two metal examples in 

Figure 14 Section 3.1.3). As it is mentioned before, car paint is the most 

common example for coated metal, but the car paint also has specific 

classification. It will be introduced and studied in the following Section 3.2.3.3. 

In general, we mainly classify the metal into three classes: Brushed metal, Glossy 

metal and Car paint. 

3.2.3.1.Brushed Metal 

   

There are a lot of grooves on the surface of brushed metal material 

(Figure 18), which produce the roughness for metal surface. But these 

small grooves are always in such a regular pattern that they can lead the 

reflected light from the metal surface along the grooves direction – this 
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produces anisotropic reflection. Based on these surface properties, we 

know that it is not enough to present the grooves on the brushed metal 

surface by only using bump mapping, the anisotropic reflection is  

necessary for brushed metal, too. It is worth to know the following main 

features of the brushed metal besides the basic colors and textures of the 

bump and texture map: blending factor of specularity/reflectivity, 

glossiness, bump strength, intensity of anisotropic reflection, anisotropic 

strength, direction of anisotropic reflection, blending factor of 

glossiness/anisotropic-reflection (i.e. anisotropic factor) and the 

glossiness of anisotropic reflection.  The first three properties have been 

studied in Section 3.2.1.1 which is about normal plastic, thus we will not 

study more about them. The range for the glossiness must be set to a 

higher range than the normal plastic. It will improve the glossiness of the 

metal reflection. 

 

 
Figure 36: stainless steel cylinders 

 

The rest five characteristic properties are mainly set up for anisotropic 

properties. The intensity of anisotropic reflection can be controlled by the 

alpha value. And the anisotropic strength has the similar principle of the 

bump strength – it is also controlled by the values of the texture 

disturbance. Based on the theory about the direction of anisotropic 

reflection in Section 3.1.3 (Figure 20), we can set the direction of 

anisotropic reflection to a Boolean value. True and false represent linear 

and radial anisotropic reflection respectively. In the example of stainless 

steel cylinder (Figure 36), it is very often to see that the anisotropic 

reflection is radial, but if the grooves on the metal surface are not regular 

enough as the line grooves or the metal is soft enough, then the direction 

of anisotropic reflection is usually in linear mode (Figure 37). Therefore 

the anisotropic direction option is important, too. The anisotropic factor is 

used for the transition between normal glossiness reflection and 

anisotropic reflection. Especially for the bumping metal surface (we can 

use the example in the upper part in Figure 37) – there is not only the 

anisotropic reflection along the small grooves, but the normal reflection 

on the bump surface. So this blending factor can rationally mix the 

normal reflection and anisotropic reflection, and as a result, the total 

intensity will be not over bright and the final rendering of these two 
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reflections will be more realistic. The glossiness of anisotropic reflection 

is the final property that we need to introduce. Its principle is similar to 

the normal glossiness, but it is based on the calculations of anisotropic 

reflection.      

 

 
Figure 37: anisotropic reflection on linear direction. 

 

Generally, if there are no anisotropic properties nor strict limitation for 

the range of the intensity of glossiness/matte, properties of brushed metal 

will be very similar to the normal plastic.     

3.2.3.2.Glossy Metal 

   

 
Figure 38: faucet made by very reflective metal. 

 

We have known that if high value for glossiness is provided, we will get 

the very glossy metal as it is described in the previous section. We can 

see from the optical characteristic properties of glossy metal that the 

intensity of anisotropic reflection is not high for both rough and smooth 

glossy metal. Even sometimes there is no anisotropic reflection on the 

surface, especially for the very smooth metal such as chrome. Therefore, 

we will get the glossy metal if we only blends small amount of 

anisotropic reflection or even we can ignore it. On the other hand, it is 

also important to provide the same reflection color as the object color in 
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order to get more realistic glossy metal effect. Thus, the color controller 

for specular and diffuse components of the glossy metal will be 

controlled by only one color variable. 

 

There are two types of glossy metal: one is the type that is like the 

chrome which we have introduced in the above – the surface of this kind 

of metal is very smooth, so it is highly reflective (Figure 38). This kind 

of metal does not have any intensity from anisotropic reflection. The 

other type is the glossy metal that hasn’t been polished – it is the most 

common glossy metal that we usually see (Figure 39). The reflected 

specular component on this kind of surface is high, too, but because of 

the roughness, the reflection is blurred. On the other hand, the irregular 

bumping surface can still produce some anisotropic reflection, but its 

intensity is very low.      

 

 
Figure 39: the most common glossy metals in our daily life. 

    

We can conclude from the above classification and analysis that the 

reflection factor and the glossiness are the most important two controllers 

for glossy metal properties, because the reflection factor will determine 

the surface roughness, and the glossiness will present the strength of the 

shininess for glossy metal surface. Moreover, the properties of 

anisotropic reflection are also added, and the range of the anisotropic 

reflection intensity will be set into a lower range than brushed metal. 

3.2.3.3.Car Paint 

        

We know that there are three kinds of car paints through the basic study 

of it: normal paint, metallic paint and pearlescent paint. There is no 

special requirement for the normal paint. There is no big difference 

between normal paint and coated rough plastic except the calculation of 

basic Phong model. The physical principle to produce metal paint is to 

add metal flakes (such as aluminum particles) into the base of the paint. 

When light shines on the metal flakes, the flakes reflects the light, so the 

object looks like the shiny metal and its surface shines with the metallic 
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luster effect. There is a top lacquer coat on the top of metal paint in order 

to protect the base of the paint, thus metal paint can be achieved by 

adding the coated properties to glossy metal. Usually metallic paint is 

expensive and its choices of the color are very limited.  There is a lot of 

restrictions to produce fantastic color appearances for it, thus the 

pearlescent paint has come out. The principle for producing the 

pearlescent paint is similar to the metallic paint, but it uses the cheaper 

mica particles instead of the high cost of metal flakes. It does not only 

provide the similar shiny surface appearance as the metallic paint, but 

also has more color choices than metallic paint.  From the perspective of 

the mica optical properties, the light will absorb the color of TiO2 and 

Fe2O3, and then produce some complex reflection and interference when 

it travels in the mica. And mica itself has a special kind of transparent 

color, too, thus the reflected light from mica is very similar to the 

shininess from pearl surface. In addition, TiO2 will produce different 

color from different viewing angles. Therefore, the rendering of 

pearlescent paint is much more complex than metallic paint.  

   

Lacquer is the top coat for all kinds of car paint, so the properties of 

Fresnel condition are necessary to be considered:  the bumping option for 

the top coat, the color of top coat, the intensity of base color of the top 

coat, the intensity of reflection color of the top coat, Fresnel Bias and 

Fresnel power. The first and last two properties have been mentioned in 

Section 3.2.1.2. The two intensity controllers for top coat can be 

controlled by the alpha values. However if the car paint material is not in 

a very special case, these two controllers can be hidden from the end-

users and set as the default values. 

   

The characteristic properties that normal paint (Figure 40) needs are: the 

bumping option for the top coat, Fresnel bias, Fresnel power, size of 

textures, bump strength, object color, object texture and bump texture. 

The base paint under the top coat is very similar to the plastic, thus the 

glossiness of the base paint can be edited to the middle value of the 

plastic glossiness, and also set as the default value which is hidden from 

the end-user. Moreover, the reflection factor is also set to the minimum 

value which represents fully specularity but no reflectivity. As we have 

known that the properties which controls the optical appearance of the 

top coat are bumping option for the top coat, Fresnel bias and Fresnel 

power. Almost all the normal paint can still reflect the environment with 

slight intensity even when the viewing angle is parallel to the surface 

normal. This reflection is not from base of the car paint, but from the 

smooth top coat, so the Fresnel bias will not be 0 in normal case. This 

reflection from the top coat is very clean, and it does not absorb the color 

of the base paint, thus the color of the top coat is set to be white as default 

value and hidden from the user. 
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Figure 40: cars with the normal paint. 

 

The optical characteristic properties of metallic paint (Figure 41) are: the 

bumping option for the top coat, reflection factor, glossiness, Fresnel bias, 

Fresnel power, size of textures, bump strength, object color, object 

texture and bump texture. The reflection factor and glossiness are all set 

to the range of glossy metal. In addition, the base paint is very reflective 

or glossy since the base paint has the high intensity of specular reflection 

as the glossy metal. If there is no any intensity or color controller for top 

coat, the total reflection of the metal paint might be over bright and not 

realistic at the place where the top coat totally reflects.  

 

 
Figure 41: three kinds of metallic paint: a) shiny metallic paint; b) half reflective-

shiny metallic paint; c) totally reflective metallic paint. 

   

We choose anisotropic reflection to achieve the special optical effect 

which is the improved shininess from the reflection of mica flakes, thus 

the pearlescent paint (Figure 42) has the optical properties of anisotropic 

reflection besides the properties of metallic paint, i.e. anisotropic factor, 

anisotropic strength, anisotropic glossiness and intensity of anisotropic 

reflection. One thing to be noted is that color of pearlescent paint will 

change with the change of the viewing position, e.g. two tones 

pearlescent paint, therefore pearlescent paint also needs a controller for 

color and intensity of the top coat.  
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Figure 42: pearlescent paint: a) one tone pearlescent paint (orange); b) two tones 

pearlescent paint (green-blue) 

3.2.3 Stone 
    

Stone can be classified into two main categories, i.e. the natural one and 

artificially processed one. However, most of the stone materials discussed in this 

thesis are the artificially processed stone for industrial use and pure natural 

stones which are in the minority. Therefore, the most materials in artificially 

processed stone class are mainly the productions made of rock clay and sand, 

such as tiled wall, concrete wall, bricks and so on. According to their optical 

properties, we can also classify them into three kinds, i.e. concrete, marble and 

tiles.     

3.2.3.1.Concrete 

    

Most of concrete products are made of cement which is the powdered 

hydraulic inorganic binder. This kind of material will become slurry after 

mixing with water, and get hardened in air or even better hardened in 

water. It is able to firmly cement the stones and sands together. It is able 

to prevent the erosion from fresh water or salty water after curing. Thus it 

is an important material for cementitious binder, and it is widely used in 

the projects of the civil construction, water conservancy and national 

defense etc. Based on the different kinds of materials and production 

process, their optical characteristics also have some small differences 

(Figure 43).  

 

 
Figure 43: two kinds of concrete 

 

We can see two kinds of concrete with the textures that are almost the 

same, but the surface on the sphere in Figure 43.a is rough, so there is 

almost no very high intensity specular reflection from the surface. And 

the other surface on the sphere in Figure 43.b is much smooth than the 
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first one which is normal concrete. Because the surface is polished, it 

looks more attractive. Based on these two kinds of concrete, we can 

conclude the following properties for them: glossiness, texture size, bump 

strength, diffuse color, specular color, bump texture and base texture. The 

properties of base texture and bump texture (including size and strength) 

have been discussed before, so it is no need to discuss it again here. The 

glossiness is an important property which can change the surface type, 

and this property controls the glossiness of the concrete. But its 

glossiness does not have the same high range as plastic or metal. It is 

suggested to be only half of the maximum value of plastic glassiness. On 

the other hand, the diffuse color is mainly used for controlling the color 

and intensity of the concrete object. The specular color is used for 

balancing the reflection light intensity only. These two controllers are 

usually in the blending range from black to white, but of course if the 

user wants to add color for some special concrete, they can use the 

diffuse color to change their color. In the most cases the specular color is 

for intensity, unless the color of the environment or light need to be 

changed. 

3.2.3.2.Marble 

   

Mable is a more natural material compared to concrete. However, most of 

the raw or half-processed marbles are not the smooth ones in real world. 

Only the polished marble will have the reflective smooth surface. There 

is a comparison picture hereunder for raw, half-processed and polished 

marble (Figure 44).  

 

 
Figure 44: a) raw marble; b) half-processed marble and c) polished marble 

 

From the examples shown in Figure 44, we know that the optical 

characteristics of both kinds of marble are very similar to concrete but 

they have more specularity, and in addition the polished marble is very 

reflective because of its smooth surface. In general, the glossiness of 

concrete is set to a hidden default value which is the maximum value, and 

instead of it we use the reflection factor to present the reflectivity of 

marble.  
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3.2.3.3.Tiles 

   

 
Figure 45: a) concrete tiles wall and floor; b) ceramic tiles wall and 

c) marble floor 

 

The optical properties of stone are widely applied in this class, since any 

kind of stone such as concrete (Figure 45.a), marble (Figure 45.c) and 

ceramic (Figure 45.b) can be cut into pieces for making tiles. Therefore 

tiles have all the basic properties of stone and the special properties from 

concrete and marble: the glossiness and reflection factor. Moreover, the 

high reflectivity of ceramic tiles can be achieved by increasing the 

specular intensity when the reflection factor is full reflective.  

3.2.4 Wood 
    

The wood can be classified into two classes: one is the class such as tree bark 

(Figure 46.a) and raw wood (Figure 46.b) – this kind of material surface is 

rather rough; the other one is for processed wooden object such as veneer, which 

is polished or coated with clear lacquer. So the classification of wood catalog is 

based on the fact that whether the wood object is pure natural or processed.  

3.2.4.1.Raw wood 

   

We have known that the wood in this class is almost without any artificial 

processing. Because of the roughness, the wooden object does not have 

too much specular reflection on its surface (Figure 46). Therefore, the 

relative properties of this kind of wood material are not very complex. 

They are: the intensity of base texture, texture size, bump strength, 

diffuse color, specular color, bump texture and base texture. Neither 

glossiness nor reflection factor is in these adjustable properties. They can 

be set to default values and hidden from the end-user. 
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Figure 46: a) tree bark; b) raw wood 

3.2.4.2.Veneer 

   

The second kind of wood is the one that surface is processed by human. 

We may call this class “veneer” since most of the surfaces of veneer have 

been processed before. From the figure below (Figure 47), we can see 

that there are three kinds of surface in this class, Figure 47.a) the surface 

is relatively matte and polished by scrub tools, Figure 47.b) the surface is 

relatively reflective and polished smoothly, Figure 47.c) the coated 

wooden surface which is under the Fresnel condition. 

 

 
Figure 47: the woods which belongs to veneer class 

 

Therefore, we can define the properties of veneer class as follows: the 

bump option for top coat, glossiness, reflection factor under coat, 

reflection factor for top coat, Fresnel bias, Fresnel power, texture 

intensity, texture size, bump strength, specular color, diffuse color, base 

texture and bump texture. The reflection factor for top coat is a new 

property, but it has same theory as the reflection factor that is under coat. 

It controls the transition between specularity and reflection of top coat. 

3.2.5 Transparent Object 
 

A lot of materials are transparent, e.g. glass, plastic and liquid etc. The rendering 

of different kinds of transparent materials are mainly depended on the IOR of 
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different materials (i.e. the n2 which was introduced in Section 3.1.6). However, 

the classification of transparent object is not depended on the IOR for this 

project. The principle that we base on for the classification is the methods for the 

calculation of refraction: clear transparent object, semi-transparent/translucent 

object, chromatic dispersion transparent object and hollow transparent object. 

The materials which can be totally seen through and without blurring or 

distortion in its transparent medium can be classified into the clear class. In 

contrast, if the refracted environment map is blurred, the object should be defined 

into the semi-transparent class. The material in chromatic dispersion transparent 

object class refracts chromatically with slight color differences. Furthermore 

there is another class for some special transparent object in addition to the above 

three classes, for example bubble or plastic air bag. This kind of material is also 

transparent, but it is hollow inside and covered and sealed with very thin 

transparent material. We may put this kind of material into the forth class which 

is called hollow transparent object.    

3.2.5.1.Clear Transparent Object   

   

As described in the previous paragraph, the clear transparent object will 

present different kinds of transparent solid or liquid objects by depending 

on the IOR of the materials. On the other hand, we know that the 

rendering of transparent object also need Fresnel condition to represent 

the relationship of reflection and refraction of the material from the above 

Section 3.1.6. Therefore it needs the properties of refraction, reflection 

and Fresnel condition for rendering clear transparent object. Furthermore, 

the clear transparent object doesn’t have to be colorless inside or texture 

less on surface (Figure 48.a). We can also notice from following 

examples that the clear transparent object can have bump texture (Figure 

48.b) on its surface and color inside (Figure 48.c) but also can have color 

texture for its properties (Figure 48.d) . 

 

 
Figure 48: a) clear, pure and smooth glass; b) 

glass with bumping surface; c) color glass; d) 

bump and textured glass  
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In general, we can define the following controlling properties for clear 

transparent class:  

 

 Properties based on Fresnel condition: the Fresnel bias that controls 

the intensity of Fresnel reflection, the Fresnel power that controls the 

range of Fresnel reflection and the IOR for second medium (i.e. the 

transparent object which need to be rendered). 

 

 Properties for base texture and color: the option for texture (i.e. it has 

the texture or not), base texture, the color of the transparent object, 

texture size and the intensity of texture. 

 

 Bumping properties: bump texture and bump strength. 

3.2.5.2.Semi-transparent object 

    

In fact there is a common way to render semi-transparent object – the 

subsurface scattering (SSS in short). This rendering technique is used to 

achieve the translucency appearance, thus SSS is a rather precise 

technique for rendering the translucent effect on human skin, wax or the 

stones such as jade. However the technique for semi-transparent 

rendering used in this project is not SSS, but it is a method which is based 

on the calculation of specular map for cube map – this method will be 

discussed in the section of cube map convolution for Image Based 

Light in Chapter 4. In other words, this method has been also mentioned 

before in the texts about the glossiness in Section 3.2.1. The process of 

the calculation is very similar to the process of specular cube map. The 

main difference is only at the stage of refraction calculation – the 

calculation of reflection is replaced. So this technique saves the time and 

memory consumption of the calculation for SSS (i.e. replace the diffuse 

map calculation to the specular map calculation), and also can control the 

IOR to represent different kinds of semi-transparent object. In addition, 

the transparency of this technique is also more transparent and brighter 

than the translucency of SSS technique. Owning to these three reasons, 

SSS rendering is not used in this project. There is another special 

property controller for adjusting the blurring intensity on the surface of 

semi-transparent object besides the properties for semi-transparent 

refraction – that is the reflection blending factor Fresnel reflection. 

Through this controller, we can define whether the surface has been 

polished (Figure 49.a) or not (Figure 49.b). In addition, there is another 

blending factor to blend the transparency of the object (i.e. refraction 

factor). 
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Figure 49: a) matte glass with matt surface; b) translucent stones with polished 

surfaces 

3.2.5.3.Chromatic dispersion transparent object 

    

 
Figure 50: chromatic dispersion on crystal 

 

The most common transparent object with chromatic dispersion optical 

property is crystal (Figure 50). And some plastics or glasses also have 

chromatic dispersion property (e.g. prism, Figure 51). The main principle 

of producing chromatic dispersion is when a polychromatic light (which 

is multi-color or light contains more than one wavelength) such as sun 

light travels into the medium, each constituent of the light gets refracted 

through a different angle (i.e. the light gets dispersed) because of the 

slight differences of the IOR of the material between each light 

wavelength in the polychromatic light and then the dispersed light travels 

into our eyes. Bigger gap among the IOR for each light wavelength, 

more dispersed chromatic light will be produced. This difference is called 

dispersion value. Different medium has different dispersion for light, for 

example, the IOR of crystal is in between 1.544 – 1.553, and its 

dispersion value is 0.013. 
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Figure 51: chromatic dispersion objects which with 

large dispersion value: triangle prism and rainbow 

window holographic prism 

 

By comparing with the clear transparent object, the chromatic dispersion 

transparent object has one more optical property controller, which is the 

dispersion value as introduced in previous paragraph. On the other hand, 

we can separate the refraction environment map into RGB three channels. 

Then we integrate the final rendering of the chromatic dispersion 

refraction by combining these three channels as one color vector.    

3.2.5.4.Hollow transparent object 

   

In fact, the property controllers of this material have no big difference by 

comparing to other classes of transparent object, especially comparing 

with semi-transparent object. However, the strength of refraction cannot 

be too high, because they are hollow and the covering materials are not 

thick enough (Figure 52). That’s why the IOR of the rendered object is 

set to the same value of first medium’s IOR (which is the IOR of air in 

our case) and hidden from the end-users.  

 

 
Figure 52: hollow transparent object: a) 

transparent sir bag; b) semi-transparent matt 

bottles; c) bubble  

 

3.2.6 Fabric 
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Because most of the fabrics are not so often used in the process of manufactory 

production, this category is an addition class for materials. The aim of it is to 

present the anisotropic and diffraction in another way so as to reflect the 

diversification of the rendering technique and the diversity of the materials. As 

mentioned in the Section 3.1.3, when the direction of anisotropic reflection is in 

linear type, the rendering on the objects will present relatively soft visual effect. 

Therefore fabric is the result from the adjustment of the glossiness and reflection 

type of anisotropic in a reasonable way. The fabric is classified into two classes. 

One is normal fabric, which is mainly made of non-chemical raw materials. And 

the other is a special class that made of some chemical raw materials, thus some 

slight diffraction colors is mixed in the reflection. It is called chromatic fabric. 

Moreover, the chromatic fabric is not so common, so it will not be discussed very 

much.  

3.2.6.1.Normal fabrics 

   

The material in this class is classified into three types: rough fabric (such 

as carpet), half-rough fabric (such as cotton knitwear) and smooth fabric 

(such as silk). 

 

 
Figure 53: a) rough fabric; b) half-rough fabric; c) 

smooth fabric. 

 

The properties of rough fabric (Figure 53.a) are very similar to the 

concrete: its surface is not smooth – that means the diffuse intensity is 

higher than specular, it has low glossiness and little anisotropic reflection. 

Therefore rough fabric doesn’t have the glossiness properties as concrete 

does. But it has texture intensity which can adjust the overall intensity of 

color and texture. Furthermore, the default range of the bump strength is 

also increased, which will increase the softness of the rough fabric 

material. 

 

Unlike the rough fabric, the half-rough fabric (Figure 53.b) has the 

glossiness property. According to the different roughness of its surface 

material, the glossiness is also different. In addition, both intensities of 

glossiness and anisotropic reflection are increased. So the properties of 
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anisotropic are also added for this type of fabric: anisotropic strength, 

anisotropic glossiness, anisotropic reflection color and anisotropic texture. 

 

The final type of normal fabric is the smooth fabric (Figure 53.c). Its 

surface is relatively smooth, so it is the glossiest fabric in this class.  

Some properties of smooth fabric can be set as default and hidden from 

the end-users when compared to the rough fabric and half-rough fabric: 

glossiness (the default value is the maximum value of it), bump strength 

and bump texture (there is no bump properties on the surface). 

3.2.6.2.Chromatic Fabric 

    

Simply speaking, the rendering approach of chromatic fabric is to add the 

diffraction to the anisotropic reflection. Moreover the diffraction light 

should have the same direction as the anisotropic (i.e. the linear direction 

which is along the normal). And other properties basically have no 

difference to the ordinary fabric. The result of this kind of material will 

be shown in Chapter 6. 

3.2.7 Mixed material 
 

The mixed material can be also called composited material, for it contains all the 

material rendering techniques which are mentioned in this chapter. Therefore, 

composited material can render some special materials that cannot be generated 

from the above materials, for example, CD disk and pearl (Figure 54), in 

addition to all the materials that is mentioned above. Although it can widely 

render many kinds of materials, it has a weakness that we can predict. Its 

rendering speed is slower than any kind of material that introduced in the above, 

because all the materials rendering techniques are taken into this material shader. 

So if the rendering is for common materials or not the special material which 

really need to be rendered under this class, then we can just use the materials 

which has already been simplified and classified in Section 3.2.1 to 3.2.6. 

   

 
Figure 54: CD and pearl real object 

3.3 Material Techniques and Properties Comparison Table 

Based on the study in the above Section 3.1 and Section 3.2, in which the material 

rendering techniques, analysis, definition and classification of real materials in real world 
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are discussed, we can summarize the rendering techniques used for each kind of materials 

in the following table (Table 2). 

     
 Texture  

Mapping 

Bump 

Mapping 

Anisotropic Diffraction/ 

Chromatic 

Environment 

Mapping 

Fresnel 

Condition 

Opaque Plastic √ √ × × √ √ 

Normal √ √ × × √ × 

1. reflective √ √ × × √ × 

2. shiny √ √ × × √ × 

3. matte √ √ × × × × 

Coated √ √ × × √ √ 

1. shiny  √ √ × × √ √ 

2. matte √ √ × × √ √ 

Metal √ √ √ × √ √ 

Brushed √ √ √ × √ × 

Glossy √ √ √ × √ × 

1. shiny √ √ × × √ × 

2. reflective √ √ × × √ × 

Car Paint √ √ √ × √ √ 

1. normal paint √ √ × × √ √ 

2. metal paint √ √ × × √ √ 

3. pearl paint √ √ √ × √ √ 

Stone √ √ × × √ × 

Concrete √ √ × × × × 

Marble √ √ × × √ × 

Tiles √ √ × × √ × 

Wood √ √ × × √ √ 

Raw Wood √ √ × × × × 

Veneer √ √ × × √ √ 

1. rough √ √ × × √ × 

2. polished √ √ × × √ × 

3. coated √ √ × × √ √ 

Transparent √ √ × √ √ √ 

Clear √ √ × × √ √ 

Semi √ √ × × √ √ 

Chromatic √ √ × √ √ √ 

Hollow √ √ × × √ √ 

Fabric √ √ √ √ × × 

Normal √ √ √ × × × 

1. rough √ √ × × × × 

2. half-rough √ √ √ × × × 

3. smooth √ × √ × × × 

Chromatic √ √ √ √ × × 

Mixed Material √ √ √ √ √ √ 
Table 2: the material table correspondents to each kind of material rendering technique, “√” with blue color 

means that technique is used for the material. Otherwise, the table cell will be marked with “×” with red color. 
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Chapter 4 Global Illumination Effects   

This chapter will briefly study and describe the basic lighting model at first. It is in fact the 

description of the optical properties and lighting features of realistic material rendering for the 

previous chapter. Then Screen Space Ambient Occlusion (SSAO for short) and Image Based 

Lighting (short for IBL) will be also deeply studied and discussed. SSAO is an illumination 

technique for faking the global self-shadows and shadings which are commonly applied in 3D 

game Crysis [14]. IBL can avoid the complex processes for building up environment lightings 

and the calculation for the behaviors when light is travelling, therefore it is the best way to 

improve the rendering speed and the reality of realistic materials under the image based 

environment. 

4.1 BRDF, Phong Shading and Lambert Term 

BRDF is short for Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function. It is the function to be 

used for describing the reflection behaviors and it is a very useful mathematical model to 

be widely used in CG rendering area. It is not only built in the Phong model, but 

imperceptibly used for ray-tracing, shadows and global illumination (GI for short) 

rendering. BRDF model describes a relationship between the incident light and reflected 

light, so briefly speaking, BRDF is the reaction of surface on the light when it shoots on 

the surface. Light can be reflected (including diffuse and specular reflection), absorbed 

and transmitted (or refracted). These reactions may occur simultaneously, too. Therefore 

the key factors of BRDF are to see how much light is reflected, absorbed and refracted 

and how they change. But if we want to know the changing procedures of the light during 

the reflection or refraction, we must understand three things: the material on object 

surface, the light wavelength (what kind of light it is) and the position relationship 

between of observer and object. The angles in 3D world are spherical. In addition to the 

change in the range of 180° which is along vertical direction, 360° is along horizontal 

direction.  Thus there comes also the correspondence incidence ray, reflection ray, 

incident angle and reflection angle. They are form the relationship of the key parameters 

of BRDF on the normal space and tangent space. The first definition of BRDF was 

introduced by Fred.E.Nicodemus in 1965 [49]. The definition equation for BRDF is as 

follows (Equation 10).    

 

       (      )  
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   (  )
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Equation 10: the equation of BRDF 

 

Where    represents the radiance along    direction, and    represents the irradiance 

along    direction,    is the angle between the normal and incident ray   . So we can 

conclude the physical meaning of BRDF is the ratio of radiance from incident ray and its 

reflected irradiance of reflected ray. 
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We can describe and build up BRDF through measuring incident and reflection light or 

studying and researching into the optical characteristics and properties of a specific 

material on object surface (e.g. what we have done in Section 3.2 in Chapter 3). 

Therefore, BRDF model can base on the accurate values from the result of physical 

measuring, or the simulation from the simplified experiences. For the reason of 

increasing the real-time rendering speed, we will not use complex and physical based 

model, but we will use the simplified one which is based on the experiences.  

 

One of the most typical BRDF model examples is the bump mapping mentioned before, 

however, the bump map theory that we have studied in the previous chapter is not enough 

to build up BRDF model, because there is only the content about how to get the 

disturbance normal from the existing image. Now it is the time to introduce the new term, 

which is called Phong shading model.  The approach of Phong shading was invented by 

Ph.D. Bui Tuong Phong in 1973.  It combines the brightness of the reflected light from 

the polygonal surface, sets the location-specific normal as the reference value for the 

pixel and uses the way of interpolation in order to estimate the color value of the other 

pixels around the location. Phong shading is not only the fast and efficient lighting model 

for realistic rendering, but it also presents the advantages of per-pixel lighting during the 

calculation and real-time rendering.      
page 6  

 
Figure 55: the structure and relationship of rays for Phong 

shading model 

 

The principle of Phong shading comes from the lighting and reflection of the light rays. 

There are two extreme situations of reflection, one is the diffuse reflection, and the other 

one is perfect specular reflection. The mathematical equation of obtaining these two 

kinds reflection is different (as we can see Equation 11 below). Moreover, many object 

surfaces that we can see in our daily life are not directly shone from the light source, but 

they are shone under the light which is reflected several times in the environment.  These 

complex reflections in the environment and between the surfaces and objects should be 

presented in a specific way in the shading model. So it is also necessary to introduce an 

environment ambient light into the shading model – it shines to all the surfaces in the 

scene, and each surface also reflects in all directions evenly. Phong shading is a 

combination of the diffuse light and specular reflection which is directly related to the 

light source and also the sum of the ambient reflection that is considered as the basic 

ambient of the object surface (Equation 11 and Figure 56).     
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Equation 11: Basic equation of Phong reflection 

 

 
Figure 56: Visual illustration of the Phong equation 

   

Since we have had a general understanding of the basic formula of Phong model from 

above, the calculations of the two main Phong shading key components will be 

introduced hereunder (i.e. the diffuse and specular components). The expended equations 

for Phong shading are shown as follows (Equation 12):  

 

                

                   

              (    )  

 

Therefore, 

 

                         (    )  

 
Equation 12: Expended Phong equation 

 

Mathematically speaking,    is the total intensity of incident floodlight reflection that is 

considered as the intensity of ambient reflection, and    is the intensity of point light 

source. These intensities are multiplied to three different factors (i.e.   ,    and   ) and 

summed up finally. These three factors respectively express the capability of ambient, 

diffuse and specular reflection on the object surface. By considering both Figure 55 and 

Equation 12, it is not so difficult to understand that   is the angle between the incident 

ray and surface normal and n is the index of specular highlights which is the properties 

shininess that we introduced in Section 3.2.   is the angle between viewing direction and 

the perfect specular reflection. Thus the expression which is extended from      is the 

well-known Lambert lighting model – the light evenly reflects to the environment when it 

reaches a perfect rough surface (i.e. the diffuse reflection). The intensity of diffuse 

reflection is under the theory of Lambert law, which means that the diffuse intensity is 

direct potential to the cosine value of the angle which is between the incident ray and 

surface normal of the incident ray (or the normal and half vector), then applying the 

scalar product to replace the cosine relationship. The mathematical expression of Lambert 

model is shown in Equation 13.a. On the other hand,      can also be replaced by V R, 
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which V is the viewing direction and R is the ray of perfect reflection, thus (    )  can 

be considered as (   ) . As we know that R is an unknown value, but we can use the 

relationship between the incident ray L and surface normal N in order to get the value of 

R (Equation 13.b and Figure 55). As a result, all the components of Phong shading are 

known, so the final expression of basic Phong shading is not difficult to extend 

(Equation 13) 

 

                      (a) 

 

and 

 

         

  (    )        (b) 

 

Therefore, 

 

                (   )      (  ((    )   ))  

 
Equation 13: Final equation of Phong shading, a) extended expression of       and b) extended 

expression of     . 

   

Of course, the anisotropic lighting equation which is introduced in Section 3.1.3 is also a 

lighting model that is based on BRDF theory, the main difference is the function of 

reflection intensity – it uses different calculation approach by comparing to basic Phong 

shading model.  

4.2 Screen Space Ambient Occlusion 

Ambient Occlusion (hereinafter referred to as AO) is one of the techniques to render the 

realistic local lighting and shadings for global illumination. Its function approach is not 

strict according to the physical model in real world by comparing to ray tracing, its 

rendering speed is fast and even can easily reach the level of real-time rendering. 

Moreover, it can achieve efficiently the rather realistic shadings which is the 

approximation for self-shadows and shadings in global illumination. Therefore AO is 

applied widely in global illumination rendering in games nowadays. SSAO is one of AO 

techniques. Of course, there are also some quite good AO techniques, but SSAO should 

be the fastest and cheapest one in AO techniques.      

4.2.1 Theory of SSAO  
    

SSAO is one of real-time rendering techniques of Screen Space Global 

Illumination (SSGI), therefore the information that SSAO gathers is based on 

screen space (i.e. G-buffer
37

 related). The principle of SSAO is to calculate the 

range where the ambient light cannot reach on the object surface by a comparison 

                                                 
37

 Geometry buffer, it is a shading technique which is the object mask based on filtering and layer action in video 

post 
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of depth value through the sampling information around the pixel. Thereby it can 

get the approximation effect in order to present the object contour shadow that is 

produced by the ambient light. Different from other AO options in graphics 

driver, the consumption of SSAO is dynamic – that means it has no need to 

preprocess, no time for loading or no need to consume the memory in CPU. 

Since SSAO doesn’t use CPU, but totally processes in GPU, it has greater 

consumption in GPU. Of course, SSAO also has some disadvantages, for 

example, the result of SSAO has very heavy grainy feeling, it is necessary to use 

blurring effect in order to remove this kind of unrealistic feeling (i.e. the blurring 

which is done by smart box filter). Furthermore, if the samplings are all gathered 

from the visible points, then the occlusions on the invisible points will be 

estimated with errors. 

 

The specific SSAO process is shown in the following flowchart (Flow Chart 3): 

 

 
Flow Chart 3: SSAO rendering process 

 

The formula Occlusion = max (0.0, dot (N, V))*(1.0/(1.0+d)) from the above 

flow chart is the equation related to the angle between normal and the occludee 

(Figure 57). Where N is the normal of current pixel from the occludee, V is a 

normalized vector which is along the direction from the occludee to the occluder 

and d is the distance between occluded object and the occluder. 
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Figure 57: visualization for SSAO formula 

4.2.2 Multi-pass Rendering 
    

As it is mentioned in the above Flow Chart 3, SSAO approach requires the 

information of Normal and Depth buffers. These buffers are used for the 

calculation of occlusion factors. The SSAO result is also stored into another 

buffer and finally combined with the scene buffer in order to get the contours 

shadows for the GI in the scene.  Therefore SSAO rendering requires at least 

three or four passes which contain different necessary information (i.e. Normal 

buffer, depth buffer, SSAO buffer and scene buffer) (Figure 58). The technique 

which uses two or even more passes to calculate or combine the result is called 

multi-pass rendering. It is very widely applied in a lot of rendering methods. For 

example, image based lighting which will be introduced later in the next section 

also requires multi-pass rendering. 

 

 
Figure 58: the passes which are used in SSAO rendering 

4.2.3 Normal and Depth buffer 
    

It is not difficult to achieve normal buffer and depth buffer. Especially for the 

calculation of normal buffer – just to get the x, y and z values of the normal 

vector and assign them to R, G and B channels of the object surface color 

separately. In addition, the method of depth buffer is more well-known if we call 

it Z-buffer. And the value of the depth is calculated by the following formula 

(Equation 14).  

 

     
      

        
   

 
Equation 14: the distance normalization for Z-buffer 
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Of course, the depth value can be assigned into RGB channels separately as the 

normal vector is done. However, the depth is only a floating value and it’s no 

need to represent by a vector form. For the reason to save the memory 

consumption on GPU, we can put the depth value into the alpha channel of 

Normal buffer. This step can save the memory of one more pass from rendering. 
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4.2.4 Noise and Blur Sampling 
    

Sampling technique is absolutely necessary in SSAO rendering. It is clear for us 

that SSAO requires at least two samplings from the above Flow Chart 3: one is 

the random/noise sampling on the hemisphere of the point on the occludee 

surface for the depth comparison and the other one is the blurring effect for 

removing the grainy feeling on the SSAO pass after the occlusion intensity is 

calculated. In fact, these two sampling techniques are all based on the filter 

sampling technique – i.e. to use the noise or blurring kernel to filter the existing 

image in order to get the noise or blurring effect for the final result. Simply 

speaking, it is the image processing techniques for the passes. Therefore different 

kind of filter kernels will produce different filter sampling effects. For example 

the random sampling on the hemisphere of the surface point – a noise kernel 

which is a pure noise texture is used for the random sampling. On the other hand, 

the blurring kernel for blurring the final result of SSAO pass is varied. The most 

common one is the Gaussian [50] kernel. However for the reason of keeping the 

details of the SSAO pass, the blurring kernel that Crytek uses is the smart box 

kernel for the filtering.  

4.3 Image Based Lighting 

    

Image Based Lighting technique (hereafter referred to as IBL) is one of rendering 

techniques that is based on the image from environment map for rendering the reflection, 

refraction and illumination lighting effect on the object surface. Since it is able to present 

excellent global illumination result for the surfaces in the scene by taking the full 

advantage and processing the environment map, it also plays a decisive influence on the 

material properties. Therefore IBL technique has played as a crucial role in this thesis 

project. Of course, the advantages of IBL is not just limited to its capability to present a 

good and almost realistic rendering result, but what more it can do is to get rid of the 

biggest and the most common weakness in ray tracing of traditional global illumination, 

i.e. the problem of low speed to be caused by the tree structure of importance for stopping 

condition in ray tracing. 

4.3.1 Theory of IBL 
 

Since the image of the environment plays a decisive role for the result of IBL 

technique, the environment mapping is the most suitable technique that will be 

chosen for keeping all the material properties that is from original environment 

texture. Therefore it is very important to use the environment mapping which 

will not distort the environment texture. Cube map will be a very suitable 

technique that for IBL because it will avoid the errors from seams and keep the 

correct ratio of the original environment. As we know that cube map has six 

faces that need to be processed and rendered – that means the rendering speed 

will be affected somehow. However, using cube map will not slow down the 

speed of IBL too much in general, because there are plenty of approaches to 

speed up the processing and rendering of cube map nowadays. Thus cube map is 
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still the best and primary choice for IBL rendering. In order to understand the 

basic process of the IBL, we can see the flow chart as follows (Flow Chart 4): 

 

 
Flow Chart 4: basic process of IBL technique 

   

And as we see from Flow Chart 4, there are mainly four steps for IBL: 

 

Step 1. Rendering the material on the object surface (environment 

texture based material properties combination). 

 

Step 2. Combining entire scene, i.e. object and environment background 

combination.  

 

Step 3. Getting the environment bright component from the entire scene, 

bloom them, and then combine the bloomed component with 

original scene. 

 

Step 4. Tone mapping for the blooming added image. 

 

Therefore IBL technique is also a multi-pass rendering technique, because it 

needs at least the following passes from Step 2 to Step 4 in order to achieve the 

rendering: the pass for material final presentation (Pass 1), the pass for 

environment background (i.e. Sky Demo pass, Pass 2), the pass for combination 

of object and background (Pass 3), the pass for bright components from whole 

scene (Pass 4) and the pass for blurring bright components (Pass 5).  

Furthermore, Pass 3 is used twice for IBL rendering: first time is used for tone 
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mapping which processes from Pass3 to Pass 5, and the second time is used for 

combining itself with Pass 5 (Pass 6 which is an optional to be a frame buffer, 

because the tone mapping can be directly done on current stage). 

 

 
Figure 59: setting for sky demo 

 

In addition, the rendering of Pass 2 is a background reference rendering in order 

to make the scene more realistic, and its approach is also not difficult. The entire 

object scene needs to be encased by a big sphere. The environment map is 

mapped along the texture coordinates on the inner face of the sphere. The range 

of camera should be inside the sphere and the default place of the camera view 

point should be at the center of the entire object scene (as Figure 59 shows).  

 

 
Flow Chart 5: process of step 2 of IBL approach 
   

It is worth to notice that the method for combining the background and the object 

scene (Step 2) does not directly add object color to background color. Otherwise 

the object color will overlay background color and get wrong rendering result for 
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combination pass. In order to avoid this problem, the place, where it presents 

object color, will not be assigned with background color on the background pass. 

There could be several ways to avoid this problem, but the method that is used in 

this project is dealt with the alpha channel of Pass 1. As we can see from Flow 

Chart 5 : if the current pixel is on the place where it presents the object material 

color, the alpha value of it will be 0, otherwise the alpha value will be 1. Thus, 

the processed alpha channel will multiply with the environment background and 

will get a background image in which the object material color is empty, and 

finally combining this hollow background with the object to get the result that is 

presented on Pass 3. 

4.3.2 Tone Mapping 
 

Before studying tone mapping approach, we must understand the aim of using 

tone mapping in IBL technique and why IBL needs tone mapping to achieve the 

environment atmosphere. This would be traced back to the definition of HDR 

image. The images that we often see (e.g. jpeg, bmp) are LDR, which is the short 

form of Low Dynamic Range, for as we know that the usual range of RGB 

channels of these images are in between only 0~255. However, the range of 

lights in real world is not only between 0~255, this range is not enough to present 

the colors in real world, that’s why most of cheap display devices cannot provide 

good color result in their output. HDR (the short from of High Dynamic Range) 

is based on wider and larger dynamic range in order to produce wonderful colors 

in the image or videos – it means that each pixel is able to present more colors 

and contrasts in the output. Therefore HDR rendering is widely applied in real-

time rendering to provide more realistic simulation, such as video games. The 

quality and range of HDR is depended on the exposure time, thus HDR uses all 

necessary information to simulate the exposure time. Traditional display devices 

are limited and not able to render the colors in HDR. This is the reason why tone 

mapping techniques is introduced. It allows HDR colors to be mapped on LDR in 

order to simulate the similar effect of HDR, so the result of tone mapping from 

the environment atmosphere and the lightings will be more realistic. This shows 

the most decisive factor of tone mapping is also on the properties of exposure. 

 

However, to achieve the approach of tone mapping, it is not enough just by 

adding an exposure of the entire scene for original image (Pass 3), otherwise the 

information in the dark area will be lost for the reason of exposure and the bright 

components in entire scene will be also over bright. The exposure process is only 

done after the blooming (Pass 5) which is to get the bright components in the 

scene and blurring them (i.e. the process of Pass 4 and Pass 5 in Step 3 from 

Flow Chart 4), thereby the result of tone mapping will be excellent because of 

the blooming bright components in the scene. In general, tone mapping technique 

is an image processing technique that simulates LDR environment to an 

approximated HDR environment. 

 

After getting the combined image of blooming bright components and original 

scene (Pass 6), it is the time to do the tone mapping that is based on an exposure 
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function (Equation 15.b). And this equation is derived from a simple example of 

global tone mapping filter (Equation 15.a), and this example maps the radiance 

value (Y in the Equation 15.a) from the scene in a domain from 0 to infinite to a 

range of [   ) for the displayable output [51]. 

 

           
 

   
    (a) 

 

            

        

    
  

          
  (b) 

 
Equation 15: function for calculating exposure result of tone mapping 

4.3.3 Cube Map Convolution 
    

Both lighting process and atmosphere rendering approach of IBL have been 

studied and discussed in the texts above, but there is still one extremely 

important step that has not been introduced yet. Without this step, the response 

and properties of the lighting behaviors on the surfaces in the scene will not be 

able to display in a realistic and correct way. As the Flow Chart 4 shows, we do 

not fully understand Step 1. But it is this step that determines different 

presentations of reflection, refraction and transition on the material surface under 

different environment that is rendered by different environment texture. In other 

words, the first step of IBL is the BRDF technique to make image based 

processing and rendering from the environment texture. 

 

 
Figure 60: the required cube maps for IBL rendering [52] [53] 

 

Based on the basic material rendering techniques for local illumination discussed 

in the previous chapter, we can know that if we need to get any kind of material 
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which is based on an environment map texture to render GI result, the most of 

required rendering techniques for this material should be converted from local 

illumination to global illumination rendering techniques. In another word, these 

material rendering techniques (such as bump map) are involved in IBL when it is 

rendering. Clearly, the environment mapping techniques are image based, for 

example the total reflective cube mapping, pure refraction and Fresnel condition, 

thus they are not be considered for the conversion. On the other hand, Figure 56 

in Section 4.1 which is about the study of Phong shading has proved that the 

three most important components for local illumination are ambient, diffuse and 

specular components. In which ambient component can be achieved by basic 

texturing – it doesn’t need the information from the light source, so the ambient 

component can be rendered outside of IBL program. According to the 

researching result from the material rendering based on IBL, some IBL literature 

[52][53][54] have also pointed out that the rest two components i.e. specular and 

diffuse are generated by the cube map textures Specular Map and Diffuse Map 

(Figure 60). However, it is very limited to create or find the cube map texture 

with its very specific file format “.dds”, even though there are already some free 

and prepared materials and preprocessing software for cube map (e.g. 

CubeMapGen from ATI) on internet. Moreover, only a few people know the 

theory about creating cube map and are familiar with the software for creating 

and modifying cube map. Therefore the technique for generating, rendering and 

modifying for IBL specular and diffuse component in real-time is required for 

this project. 

    

 
Figure 61: the diffuse lookup and specular 

lookup under the cube map 

 

From local illumination theory, we know that the presentation of specular and 

diffuse depends on the properties of light sources, object and viewer (e.g. 

position of light source, color, object normal, object position, and the viewer 

position and so on). Therefore even though the object and viewer properties are 

not changed after the local illumination is converted to the IBL global 

illumination, the light sources that are set in the real 3D environment are changed 

to an environment map that contains the light source image (information). In 
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other words, we should consider all the lighting and shading information which is 

from all pixels in the environment map as a huge information dataset for the 

environment light sources. Thus we have to calculate the effects of each pixel in 

the environment map for a known cube map lookup direction vector in order to 

simulate the correspondent result under that pixel to the surface (Figure 61). 

Moreover Lambert Law (Section 4.1) is involved for the computation of each 

contributing directional ray. So it is applied for both of the irradiance map of 

diffuse and specular components. It sounds that the calculation requests very 

huge and expensive approaches. However, there is a piece of good news that 

cube map convolution has appeared which can approximate this result. It is able 

to calculate at one time the influences and illumination result on the direction 

from any point on the object to the specular and diffuse map lookup on the cube 

map texture. Furthermore, these irradiance environment maps result can be 

reused and no need to be recomputed unless the environment texture is changed.   

 

Therefore the following texts in this section will introduce the theory and method 

of cube map convolution. Shortly speaking, cube map convolution is the 

computation for the approximate value of each pixel by considering all other 

pixel values in the dataset. When we analyze the differences between specular or 

diffuse map and the original cube map in Figure 60, we can find that cube map 

convolution is a real-time blurring and presentation technique for a given cube 

map. Thus we can consider the value of current pixel in the cube map to Pn, and 

then the mathematical expression for Pn is as follows (Equation 16):  

 

    
∑    (   )    

 
       

∑    (   )
 
       

 

 
Equation 16: Equation for cube map convolution 

 

In which,    is the color value of all the other pixels,    (   ) is the cosine of 

the angle between the contributing rays which comes from    and   . Therefore 

it is necessary to create the iteration that is looping from up to down and left to 

right in order to check the information from all the contributing rays that are 

from all the pixels on the current side of the cube map. And this iteration should 

use the inverse projection matrix to convert the correct value of the coordinated 

for each ray. Furthermore, as we know the cube map has six faces, thus it is 

important to create six 3x3 matrices which consist the positive and negative 

information of the x, y and z for every faces of the cube map to build up the 

correct coordinate system for the contributing ray direction before the sampling 

for pixels and then to approximate the illumination result at the current point on 

the object through the Lambert Law by using the contributing rays which is from 

the current point and to add the six values from all the sampling rays for each 

pixels on every faces of the cube. Finally we will get the simulated blurred cube 

illumination (irradiance) map from the given cube map. However, because of the 

six faces of the cube, every loop in the iteration should sample for six times, so 

the looping times of the iteration become the most decisive factor for the 
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rendering speed – more loops will produce more samplings, although the quality 

of the result is better than the one that has less loops. So definitely the rendering 

speed will slow down by a multiple of six.    

    

After getting the result of cube map convolution, what we have obtained is 

nothing but a blurred real-time cube map. The blurring intensity and the 

presentation method of the specular and diffuse map are different, and their color 

intensity is also different according to the surface material properties. For 

example: as we can see the intensity of specular map of metal material that is 

classified in Section 3.2 is very high, but there are no many requirements for its 

diffuse map. On the other hand, the diffuse intensity is very important to the 

presentation of matte plastic or rough stones, but those materials almost ignore 

the specular intensity in their properties. As we see in Figure 61, the lookup 

direction of diffuse component is based on the normal of the current point on the 

object surface, while the lookup direction of specular is based on the incident ray 

vector and the normal vector at the surface point where the incident ray reaches 

(i.e. the reflect vector from Equation 7 in Section 3.1.5). Therefore the 

projection coordinate of diffuse map is based on the surface normal and the 

projection coordinate of specular is based on the reflection vector. But what is to 

be noted is that the normal which we use should be the surface normal that 

presents the bump texture if it contains the bumping information. So if we want 

to present the bump effect for the convolution, the normal used here should be 

the surface normal that has been applied with the bump from the normal map.  

Moreover, the higher order of specularity (i.e. the n value from Equation 12 in 

Section 4.1) in Equation 12 is used to represent the glossiness on material 

surface. After the convolution, the cube map is not only for the presentation the 

reflectivity of surfaces, but also the roughness of the material (i.e. it is glossy or 

matte). So this glossiness value is very important for the material presentation 

(some information about the material glossiness parameter has been introduced 

in Section 3.2.1 before). However for the diffuse component, this glossiness is 

not so important as the specular component, since diffuse component is only used 

for representing the floodlight (diffuse map) in the environment, the value of n is 

no need to be high. There is another difference between specular map and diffuse 

map after the convolution, i.e. the specular value is not directly used for mapping 

the reflection of the entire light sources in the environment, but its value 

exposures with certain brightness and contrast before it involves to the 

illumination. In contrast, the value of diffuse component is directly used for the 

rendering without any processing.     
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Chapter 5 Development and Implementation 

Through the systematically study done in the previous chapters, it is quite clear now 

about the framework architectures, shading languages, the important techniques for 

materials and GI rendering and the materials properties, dedications and classifications. 

All of these necessary techniques will be implemented under VC software framework 

structure by using shader languages and connection of Python in this chapter.  Through 

the development in this chapter, most of the important techniques will be achieved by 

GLSL for VC software.           

5.1 Development 

From the description of previous chapters, we know that the material rendering under 

IBL GI rendering environment is to combine the material rendering inside of IBL 

rendering. As it shows in Flow Chart 4 in Section 4.3.1, we have also understood quite 

clearly the process and theory of IBL rendering in the flowchart. However, the realistic 

material rendering is not discussed enough yet. So we are still not clear for the 

development of realistic material rendering under IBL rendering environment. Hereunder 

is a new flowchart (Flow Chart 6) which shows how realistic material rendering is 

achieved and developed under IBL rendering environment. Through study on material 

definition and classification in Chapter 3, it’s not difficult to know that all kinds of 

materials to be rendered can be classified into transparent and opaque materials in the 

development process. The Fresnel condition is always used for rendering if it is a 

transparent object (including semi-transparent). In contrast for opaque materials, the 

Fresnel condition is only used for the materials which have top coat. All transparent 

materials are blended with refraction and reflection components by Fresnel factors (i.e. 

Fresnel bias, power and scale). The refraction component here is also blended with two 

situations by a blending factor – the pure refraction for environment from original cube 

map and the convoluted refraction from blurred environment map. Same as the refraction 

components, the reflection component also blends with original cube map and convoluted 

cube map, but instead of refraction vector and ray, the reflection vector and ray are used 

for the environment mapping. This reflection convoluted component is applied in the 

development process for three times: for the shininess property of 1) transparent objects 

surface reflection, 2) top coat reflection of opaque material and 3) the specular 

components of base material (under coat and without coat), thus it is also a very 

important fragment component for opaque material. On the other hand, the base material 

always needs to be rendered for all opaque materials regardless it has top coat or not. The 

base material is formed with three components that are mentioned in Figure 56: ambient, 

diffuse and specular components. Ambient can be achieved by texture mapping and it is 

applied for all kinds of object in the process (see blue lines in Flow Chart 6). And 

diffuse can be also achieved by the cube map convolution along all normal rays. But the 

specular component of the base material is a bit complex: it should blend with anisotropic 

reflection and specular convoluted environment map that is mentioned above first. And 

this specular map is also applied with exposure factors before the blending with 

anisotropic reflection. Moreover in Flow Chart 6, the bump texture is also applied for 
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the reflection, refraction and normal rays before the sampling that is shown in the green 

box at right-bottom corner.  

 

 
Flow Chart 6: the development process flowchart for creation IBL realistic materials 

5.2 Implementation 

This Section will mainly study the implementation for programming and coding. The 

most important point will be the implementation of GLSL for the sampling of cube map 

convolution. The approach of achieving shader language by Python will be also briefly 

described and discussed.    
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5.2.1 Shaders Implementation 

It has been clearly mentioned in Flow Chart 4 that any kind of materials under 

IBL GI rendering requires at least 5 passes. However, besides these 5 passes, it 

will be also very user friendly if we add some passes for reading and preprocess 

of the input data information (such as the image processing based on Sobel filter, 

that filters a Normal map from original image. i.e. Figure 17 in Section 3.1.2). 

Of course the most important is still the cube map convolution for specular map 

and diffuse map which present the glossiness property and shadings on surface 

materials. Through the study of Section 4.3.3, we can simply conclude the 

pseudo-code of cube map convolution as follows (Figure 62):     

 

 
Figure 62: Pseudo code for cube map convolution. 

5.2.2 Python Implementation 

VC software provides open platform for simple implementation of fast 

customized programming by Python language (Figure 63).  On the other hand as 

the framework architecture shows in Figure 6, the shader language is 

implemented in the PythonScript editor through the visualization module of 

Scene Graph by Python. There are at least four Python objects in VC software: 

Property, Method, Event and Constants. Property is used for accessing the 

attributes of the object in visualization. It is a word which starts with a capital 

letter (e.g. “Name” in code “material.Name”). Method is always formed as a 

function and it starts with a word which all letters are in lower case, but the first 

letters of the following words are capitalized (e.g. “newMap()” of “material”). 

All the letters of Constants are in up case, and instead of space it use under line 

mark “_” between letters (e.g. “VC_SHADER_VERTEX”). It has mainly two 

classes – behaviors constants and feature constants. The Python references of VC 
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Help Documentation have lots of detailed and clear information about the Python 

script and all VC object class (e.g. vcApplication) of VC software.    

 

 
Figure 63: the Python script editor in VC software 

 

The Python script mainly uses Python Property and Method objects to access the 

input data information (i.e. bump map or texture map) so as to connect to the 

related attribute and uniform variables of the vertex shader and fragment shaders 

(Figure 64). And the binding of the shaders in Python program is implemented 

by the Properties and Methods of vcApplication (Figure 64). Similarly, there are 

also the Properties and Methods for render target in vcApplication object and 

component class. 

 

 
Figure 64: Python script for connecting shaders 

 

Furthermore, all the shader codes are implemented by Python as follows (Figure 

65): 

 

 
 Figure 65: Python script for implementation of shader language 

 

It is also important to notice that as the paper “PyFX: A framework for 

programming real-time effects” mentioned [55]: all the shader codes for each 

shader files should be written inside the tri-quote mark ”’”…””” as it is shown in 

Figure 65 above. 
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Chapter 6 Result Presentation 

The material and their results will be presented in the result section of this chapter. On the other 

hand, more detailed properties table for all materials and GI rendering techniques will be also 

presented in the second part of the first section. After the evaluation of the effect and quality of 

the result, the performances will be also tested and evaluated. 

6.1 Result 

This section is divided in to three parts: the first part is for result presentation according 

to different rendering techniques, because this will assist forming the properties tables in 

the next sub section. The second part is for the tables of real-time material and GI 

rendering properties. And the last part will present all the rendering result through the 

material classification. 

6.1.1. Materials Rendering Techniques Presentation 

It is very clear that almost all kinds of materials need the cube map convolution 

to render some surface properties under IBL rendering technique, except the 

clear transparent material with both clear and non-texture reflection and 

refraction since there have been a lot of researches and discussions about the 

rendering techniques and optical properties in Chapter 3. According to the 

rendering techniques and optical properties, the material presentations are to be 

shown as follows:    

 

Basic Texturing Mapping: 

 

 
Figure 66: the example 

texture for the texture 

mapping result 

 

As we have seen in Table 2, Section 3.3, all the materials that are mentioned in 

Section 3.2 contain this surface rendering technique. And this technique can have 

properties up to three – input for texture, size of the texture (size of texture 

coordinates) and intensity (Opacity) of texture. However, it is not necessary for 

all materials to provide the third property for the users, because according to the 

high absorption and reflection properties of some materials (i.e. metal), the 

texture (ambient value) is multiplied with the sum of the diffuse and specular 
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components instead of adding. It is important to hide the intensity of texture 

color with its maximum value to the end user for all the material which has high 

absorption and reflection properties. Figure 67 shows the result presentation of 

same texture (Figure 66) for the general materials of the six classes in Section 

3.2 except the general mixed classes. 

 

 
Figure 67: Applying same texture to different kinds of Material and without bump mapping on 

their surface 

 

From this figure, it is also very easy to know that different kinds of material have 

different glossy/matte properties on their surfaces. They are also applied with 

different intensity with the diffuse, specular and texture in order to present their 

realistic optical properties for the users. 

 

Bump Mapping: 

 

 
Figure 68: the distortion from the bum map which applies too much strength  
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Except the smooth fabric (i.e. silk), all the other materials are applied with 

certain range of strength of the bump map, thus the results are more realistic. The 

properties of bump mapping technique can be concluded from Section 3.1.2 as 

follows: input for user custom bump map and bump strength. The bump 

strength is able to be controlled by two variables – one is the distance between 

real surface normal of the object and the disturbance normal from the Normal 

map, the other one is the strength of Sobel filter of the Normal map. The first 

variable is the controller of maximum range of second variable. And if its value 

is too high, the result of bump map will be distorted (Figure 68). Therefore the 

first variable can be set as a default number hidden from the end users (usually it 

is set to 0.25). The result will be satisfactory enough for the end users by only 

using the second variable as the bump strength controller.  Following picture is 

the presentation of bump maps for different materials (Figure 69).      

 

 
Figure 69: applying bump map to different material with the most suitable strength of the 

bump 

 

Anisotropic Reflection: 

 

Some material is applied with this technique so as to produce their anisotropic 

surfaces, especially for the materials in metal and fabric class – they are glossy 

metal, brushed metal, pearl paint for car, half-rough fabric, smooth fabric and 

chromatic fabric. The properties which can be adjusted by the users are: 

anisotropic direction – it is along tangent or normal (tangent is for metal and 

normal is for fabric), anisotropic blending factor – it is a factor that controls the 

blending fragment between anisotropic surface and glossy surface (it is for metal 

class only), anisotropic strength, anisotropic glossiness and anisotropic 
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specular intensity. The following picture shows the metal and the fabric with 

different anisotropic properties (Figure 70). 

 

 
Figure 70: different anisotropic properties (anisotropic strength and anisotropic glossiness) for 

metal and silk. 
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Diffraction and chromatic dispersion: 

 

Diffraction is used for anisotropic reflection and chromatic dispersion is used for 

the chromatic refraction. But both cases are for the very special materials – there 

are only several materials which need these techniques: the fabric that has 

diffraction reflection, CD disk and chromatic transparent object as Figure 71 

shows below. There are two parameters for diffraction:  the color range (i.e. the 

parameter ControlBumpWidth in the program) and the color spacing distance (i.e. 

the parameter GroovesSpacing in the program). Chromatic dispersion refraction 

has only one parameter for the color spacing distance, but this parameter is 

different one from the color spacing distance of diffraction – it can be also called 

as the chromatic dispersion length. 

 

 
Figure 71: diffraction and chromatic dispersion materials 

 

Environment Mapping (Reflection): 

 

All the reflective surfaces require environment mapping, including smooth 

Fresnel reflection. However all properties of Fresnel Condition will be presented 

later. The following materials are applied with environment map for their 

reflections according to Table 2: reflective plastic, shiny plastic (some of 

material in this subclass also can reflects the environments with slight reflection 

intensity – this is depended on the reflective factor), all plastics material under 

the coated subclass, all metal materials, marble and tiles under the stone class, all 

wood materials under the veneer subclass and all transparent materials. The 

parameter reflective factor as mentioned before is the blending factor between 

glossiness and reflectiveness. It is one of property parameters for reflection. 

There is another customized property for reflection. It is the input for user 

custom environment cube map – the users can choose their own cube map for 

the rendering. However, the input must be in “.dds” cube map format. The most 

suitable material for representing reflection and its properties is the Chrome 

material which belongs to reflective metal in metal class. With the change of 

different reflective factor values (which is between the range of 0 and 1), the 

surface appearance will also change (Figure 72). 
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Figure 72: different values for reflective factor in material Chrome 

 

Fresnel Condition and refraction: 

 

Fresnel Condition is applied to the materials which have covered with a lacquer 

coat, besides the transparent object. Therefore the materials that applied with 

Fresnel condition all have reflection properties for their top coat or reflection 

component: coated plastic, car paint materials (metal class), coated veneer and all 

materials in transparent object class. The following parameters are set up 

specifically for Fresnel Condition: the bump option for top coat (not for 

transparent class), Fresnel Bias and Fresnel Power. There are two materials 

chosen for presentation of Fresnel condition – Normal Car Paint for opaque 

object and Clear glass for transparent object (Figure 73). 

 

 
Figure 73: the screen shots for Normal Car Paint and Transparent object within different 

values of Fresnel properties 

  

Furthermore, refraction is the other important component for transparent object 

under Fresnel Condition blending in addition to the reflection component. There 

are two parameters for refraction, so the users can adjust the refraction result – 
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refraction factor and IOR of the object is rendered (medium 2). The refraction 

factor has the same theory as reflection factor. It is the blending factor for total 

refractivity and semi refraction. And IOR controls the refraction strength: it 

shows the content of medium 2 which is the rendered object. As we see in 

Figure 74, the first row shows how refraction factor blends the refraction result 

and the second row shows how IOR effects the refraction with different 

properties of content in medium 2. 

 

 
Figure 74: transparent object with different refraction Factor or IOR values 

 

IBL GI rendering: 

 

As we see in Section 4.3, IBL rendering is mainly considered into two parts: one 

is about the rendering for the whole illumination environment (Section 4.3.2 

Bloom and tone mapping), the other part is concentrating on the material surface 

properties (e.g. glossiness) under IBL GI rendering (Section 4.3.3 Cube map 

convolution). Therefore the rendering result will concentrate on the properties 

which are used for IBL rendering materials and global illumination. 

   

a. Material Glossiness and transparency 

 

The results of material rendering techniques for local illuminations have been all 

shown above. However some surface effects properties which belong to Global 

Illumination rendering technique for materials have not been mentioned in the 

above. They are the glossiness for specular reflection and transparency for 

refraction. In fact, the reflection factor and refraction factor introduced in the 

above is not enough to present how glossy or transparent the material is.  Thus 

these two properties are not only used for showing how environment reflects or 

refracts on different materials, but also showing the glossiness and transparency 

so as to describe how one specific surface property of the material is. The 

following two tables will present how these two properties work (Table 3 and 

Table 4).  
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Table 3: gold material with different values of glossiness and reflection factor 

 

If we compare the details from the first figure (at top-left corner) to the final 

figure in the first row in the table (Figure 75), it will be very clear that the 

glossiness controls the matte/shiny surface. Even though the material is with the 

golden color, the first column still looks like a yellow rubber or reflective plastic 

and the final column looks like real gold with rough surface or polished gold 

with smooth surface.  

 

 
Figure 75: comparison with different glossiness value with no ant 

reflection 
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The transparency and refraction factor can also present the similar result (Table 

4). However, as we see in the last row of the table, four results are the same – 

that means there is nothing related to the transparency if the refraction factor is 

1.0 (i.e. totally/pure refractive). It seems that the transparency factor is not same 

effectible as the Glossiness factor, but theoretically the calculations are almost 

the same except different calculation approach for refraction and reflection 

vectors. Therefore, the main reason of this difference is the different way to 

calculate the transparent material and opaque material. Transparent material is 

not formed by the regular Phong model in Figure 56. As we know, it doesn’t 

have diffuse components, and it is formed with refraction and reflection 

components by the fragment blending under Fresnel condition, but opaque 

material are formed with three components. 

 

 
Table 4: transparent material with different values of transparency and refraction factor 
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b. Global Illumination  

 

The result of SSAO is not so satisfied, because of the blurring for the dark grains 

in the shadow area (Figure 76). Therefore, SSAO techniques will be considered 

as a GI technique, but it needs further development – more details will be 

discussed in the problem in Chapter 7. And it will be not used for the final result 

temporarily for its unsatisfactory output on the screen. 

 

 
Figure 76: Applying SSAO to the scene 

 

Different from SSAO, the result of IBL rendering for GI is excellent and 

successful for both transparent and opaque materials (Figure 77). 

 

 
Figure 77: transparent object and blue metal under IBL 

rendering techniques in the scene 

 

It is not so difficult to find the tone mapping parameters which is the control 

properties for IBL environment rendering result. They are Threshold for filtering 

(i.e. how much bright areas should be presented in the whole scene), Blurring 

scale (i.e. for blurring the bright elements from threshold), Blooming factor 

which controls the opacity of the blurred bright elements, Exposure values and 

the Max range of luminance (i.e. Lmax in Equation 15.b). Figure 78 hereunder 

presents the result and how these parameters controls for shiny plastic material. 

Each row shows one property with different values, but the other properties 

setting is constant in the same row. 
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Figure 78: shiny plastic model under night city cube map with different values of parameters. 

 

As we see in Figure 78, it is easy to understand the exposure value and max 

luminance, which controls almost the same thing, i.e. the total exposure strength 

for a whole scene. However, the max luminance is for adjusting the range for 

exposure. For the reason of the total brightness and contrast of different 

environment map are different, it is important to use both of them for adjusting 

the GI properties in order to get the correct balance. Figure 79 hereunder 

presents the details of the differences in rendering result between applying IBL 

tone mapping and without it. 
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Figure 79: the comparison between NOT applying IBL tone mapping and applying IBL tone 

mapping for the whole scene which is formed with “night city cube” environment map and 

“Hebe” model with “bright blue glass” material 

6.1.2. Materials and GI properties 

After the studies of material classification in Section 3.2 and Section 3.3 and 

result presentation from previous section, we can easily know the material 

properties for each kind of materials in their catalogs. According to the order and 

the classification of the material in Table 2 and the optical characteristics of all 

materials, the material properties classified by the techniques can be concluded 

as follows (Table 5):  

 
Materials Properties Value Range, Default Value / 

Format / Important Hidden value, 
Default  for hidden value 

Techniques 

 
 

Opaque Plastic: 

17 properties 

4 important  hidden 

values (optionally 

show to end users):  
- Color for 

specular 
- Top coat diffuse 

opacity 

- Top coat 
specular opacity 

- Coat color 

 
13 properties are 

shown to the users 

 

 Color for Diffuse  RGB Color, Gray Basic 

Illumination  Color for Specular  RGB Color, White 

 Glossiness  0.01 ~ 10.0, 10.0 

 Input for texture  Any image file Texture 

Mapping  

 
 Texture size  0.0 ~ 30.0, 1.0 

 Texture opacity  0.0 ~ 1.0, 1.0   

 Input for bump texture  Any image file Bump Mapping 

 Bump strength  -10.0 ~ 10.0, 0.0 

 Reflection factor  0.0 ~ 1.0, 1.0 Environment  

Mapping  Input for cube map  Cube map, i.e. “.dds” 

 Option for Fresnel Condition   True/False, True Fresnel 

Condition  Option for top coat bump  True/False, False 

 Top coat diffuse opacity  0.0 ~ 1.0, 0.8 

 Top coat specular opacity  0.0 ~ 1.0, 1.0 

 Fresnel Bias  0.0 ~ 1.0, 0.0 

 Fresnel Power  0.0-10.0, 5.0 

 Coat color  RGB color, White 

Normal Plastic 

(Plastic without 

coat): 

10 properties 

1 important hidden 
value: 

- Color for 

specular 

 Color for Diffuse  RGB Color, Gray Basic 

Illumination  Color for Specular  RGB Color, White 

 Glossiness  0.01 ~ 15.0, 10.0 

 Input for texture  Any image file Texture 

Mapping  Texture size  0.0 ~ 30.0, 1.0 

 Texture opacity  0.0 ~ 1.0, 1.0   

 Input for bump texture  Any image file Bump Mapping 

 Bump strength  -10.0 ~ 10.0, 0.0 
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9 properties are 

shown to the users 

 Reflection factor  0.0 ~ 1.0, 1.0 Environment 

Mapping  Input for cube map  Cube map, i.e. “.dds” 

1. Reflective : 

10 properties 

1 important 

hidden value: 
- Reflection 

factor:  

0.0 =Max 
reflective 

1.0 = Max 

Matte 
9 properties are 

shown to the users 

 Color for Diffuse  RGB Color, Gray Basic 

Illumination 
 Opacity of specular  0.1 ~ 1.0, 0.5 

 Glossiness  0.01 ~ 10.0, 10.0 

 Input for texture  Any image file Texture 

Mapping  Texture size  0.0 ~ 30.0, 1.0 

 Texture opacity  0.0 ~ 1.0, 1.0   

 Input for bump texture  Any image file  Bump Mapping 

 Bump strength  -10.0 ~ 10.0, 0.0 

 Reflection factor  0.0 ~ 1.0, 1.0 Environment 

Mapping  Input for cube map  Cube map, i.e. “.dds” 

2. Shiny: 

10 properties 

1 important 

hidden value: 

- Glossiness 

9 properties are 
shown to the users 

 Color for Diffuse  RGB Color, Gray Basic 

Illumination  Color for Specular  RGB Color, Gray 

 Glossiness  1.0 ~ 15.0, 15.0 

 Input for texture  Any image file Texture 

Mapping  Texture size  0.0 ~ 30.0, 1.0 

 Texture opacity  0.0 ~ 1.0, 1.0   

 Input for bump texture  Any image file Bump Mapping 

 Bump strength  -10.0 ~ 10.0, 0.0 

 Reflection factor  0.5 ~ 1.0, 1.0 Environment 

Mapping  Input for cube map  Cube map, i.e. “.dds” 

3. Matte: 

11 properties 

3 important 

hidden values: 

- Color for 
specular 

- Opacity of 

Specular 
- Reflection 

factor  

8 properties are 
shown to the users 

 Color for Diffuse  RGB Color, Gray Basic 

Illumination  Color for Specular  RGB Color, White 

 Glossiness  0.01 ~ 10.0, 1.0 

 Opacity of specular  0.1 ~ 1.0, 0.1 

 Input for texture  Any image file Texture 

Mapping  Texture size  0.0 ~ 30.0, 1.0 

 Texture opacity  0.0 ~ 1.0, 1.0   

 Input for bump texture  Any image file Bump Mapping 

 Bump strength  -10.0 ~ 10.0, 0.0 

 Reflection factor  0.5 ~ 1.0, 1.0 Environment 

Mapping  Input for cube map  Cube map, i.e. “.dds” 

Coated Plastic: 

16 properties 

4 important hidden 

values: 
- Color for 

specular 

- Coat Color 
- Top Coat Diffuse 

opacity 

- Top Coat 
Specular opacity 

12 properties are 

shown to the users 

10 properties 

1 important hidden value: Color for specular 
Techniques 

from Normal 

Plastic 

 Option for top coat bump  True/False, True Fresnel 

Condition  Fresnel Bias  0.0 ~ 1.0, 0.0 

 Fresnel Power  0.0 ~ 10.0, 5.0 

 Coat color  RGB color, White 

 Top coat diffuse opacity  0.5 ~ 1.0, 0.8 

 Top coat specular opacity  0.5 ~ 1.0, 1.0 

1. Shiny: 

16 properties 

4 important hidden 
values 

 

12 properties are 
shown to the users 

10 properties for the base under the coat 

1 important hidden value: Glossiness 
Techniques 

from Normal 

Shiny Plastic 

6 properties for the top coat 

3 important hidden values: Coat Color, Top Coat Diffuse Opacity, Top 
Coat Specular Opacity 

Fresnel 

Condition 

2. Matte: 

17 properties 

6 important hidden 

values 

11 properties are 
shown to the users 

11 properties for the base under the coat  

3 important hidden values: Color for specular, Opacity of Specular, 
Reflection factor 

Techniques 

from Normal 

Matte Plastic 

6 properties for the top coat  

3 important hidden values: Coat Color, Top Coat Diffuse Opacity, Top 

Coat Specular Opacity 

Fresnel 

Condition 
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Metal: 

22 properties 

 

N.B.  
- Texture opacity 
will be set to 1.0 

and hidden in this 

whole catalog. 

- Anisotropic 

Factor: 0.0 = no 

Anisotropic 

reflection, 1.0 = 

total anisotropic 

reflection 

- both Diffuse and 

specular color are 

controlled by one 

color parameter 

for the optical 

characteristics of 

metal  

 

 Color for Diffuse and Specular   RGB Color, Gray 

controlled by one color 
Basic 

Illumination 

 Opacity of specular  0.0 ~ 0.3, 0.2 

 Glossiness  0.01 ~ 60.0, 60.0 

 Input for texture  Any image file Texture 

Mapping  Texture size  0.0 ~ 30.0, 1.0 

 Input for bump  Any image file Bump Mapping 

 Bump strength  -10.0 ~ 10.0, 0.0 

 Option for Direction of 

Anisotropic  

 Normal/Tangent, Tangent Anisotropic 

Reflection 

 Anisotropic strength  0.0 ~ 10.0, 0.0  

 Anisotropic glossiness  1.0  ~ 200.0, 200.0 

 Anisotropic reflection opacity  0.0  ~ 1.0, 1.0 

 Input for Anisotropic texture   Any image file 

 Anisotropic Factor  0.0  ~ 1.0, 0.3 

 Reflection factor  0.0 ~ 1.0, 0.15 Environment 

Mapping  Input for cube map  Cube map, i.e. “.dds” 

 Option for Fresnel Condition   True/False, True Fresnel 

Condition 
 Option for top coat bump  True/False, False 

 Fresnel Bias  0.0 ~ 1.0, 0.0 

 Fresnel Power  0.0 ~ 10.0, 5.0 

 Coat color  RGB color, White 

 Top coat diffuse opacity  0.0 ~ 0.3, 0.3 

 Top coat specular opacity  0.5 ~ 1.0, 1.0 

Brushed Metal:  

15 properties 

2 important hidden 

values:  
- Opacity of 

specular 

- Reflection 
Factor 

 

13 properties are 
shown to the users 

 Color for Diffuse and Specular   RGB Color, Gray Basic 

Illumination  Opacity of specular  0.0 ~ 0.3, 0.3 

 Glossiness  0.01 ~ 60.0, 60.0 

 Input for texture  Any image file Texture 

Mapping  Texture size  0.0 ~ 30.0, 1.0 

 Input for bump  Any image file Bump Mapping 

 Bump strength  -10.0 ~ 10.0, 0.0 

 Option for Direction of 

Anisotropic  

 Normal/Tangent, Tangent Anisotropic 

Reflection 

 Anisotropic strength  0.0 ~ 10.0, 8.0  

 Anisotropic glossiness  1.0  ~ 200.0, 1.0 

 Anisotropic reflection opacity  0.0  ~ 1.0, 0.5 

 Input for Anisotropic texture   Any image file 

 Anisotropic Factor  0.0  ~ 1.0, 0.5 

 Reflection factor  0.0 ~ 1.0, 1.0 Environment 

Mapping  Input for cube map  Cube map, i.e. “.dds” 

Glossy Metal:  

15 properties 

2 important hidden 

values:  

- Opacity of 
specular 

- Anisotropic 

Factor 
13 properties are 

shown to the users 

 Color for Diffuse and Specular   RGB Color, Gray Basic 

Illumination  Opacity of specular  0.0 ~ 0.3, 0.3 

 Glossiness  0.01 ~ 60.0, 60.0 

 Input for texture  Any image file Texture 

Mapping  Texture size  0.0 ~ 30.0, 1.0 

 Input for bump  Any image file Bump Mapping 

 Bump strength  -10.0 ~ 10.0, 0.0 

 Option for Direction of 

Anisotropic  

 Normal/Tangent, Tangent Anisotropic 

Reflection 

 Anisotropic strength  0.0 ~ 10.0, 8.0  

 Anisotropic glossiness  1.0  ~ 200.0, 20.0 

 Anisotropic reflection opacity  0.0  ~ 0.6, 0.6 

 Input for Anisotropic texture   Any image file 

 Anisotropic Factor  0.0  ~ 1.0, 0.5 

 Reflection factor  0.0 ~ 1.0, 1.0 Environment 

Mapping  Input for cube map  Cube map, i.e. “.dds” 

1. Shiny:  

9 properties 

1 important hidden 
values:  

- Opacity of 

 Color for Diffuse and Specular   RGB Color, Gray Basic 

Illumination  Opacity of specular  0.0 ~ 0.3, 0.3 

 Glossiness  0.01 ~ 60.0, 60.0 

 Input for texture  Any image file Texture 

Mapping  Texture size  0.0 ~ 30.0, 1.0 
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specular 
 

8 properties are 

shown to the users 

 Input for bump  Any image file Bump Mapping 

 Bump strength  -10.0 ~ 10.0, 0.0 

 Reflection factor  0.0 ~ 0.2, 0.0 Environment 

Mapping  Input for cube map  Cube map, i.e. “.dds” 

2. Reflective:  

9 properties 

1 important hidden 
values:  

- Opacity of 

specular  

 

8 properties are 

shown to the users 

 Color for Diffuse and Specular   RGB Color, Gray Basic 

Illumination  Opacity of specular  0.0 ~ 0.3, 0.3 

 Glossiness  10.0 ~ 60.0, 60.0 

 Input for texture  Any image file Texture 

Mapping  Texture size  0.0 ~ 30.0, 1.0 

 Input for bump  Any image file Bump Mapping 

 Bump strength  -10.0 ~ 10.0, 0.0 

 Reflection factor  0.5~ 1.0, 1.0 Environment 

Mapping  Input for cube map  Cube map, i.e. “.dds” 

Car Paint:  

19 properties 

2 important hidden 
values:  

- Opacity of 

specular 

- Option for 

Direction of 

Anisotropic 

 

17 properties are 

shown to the users 

 Color for Diffuse and Specular   RGB Color, Gray Basic 

Illumination  Opacity of specular  0.0 ~ 0.3, 0.3 

 Glossiness  10.0 ~ 60.0, 60.0 

 Input for texture  Any image file Texture 

Mapping  Texture size  0.0 ~ 30.0, 1.0 

 Input for bump  Any image file Bump Mapping 

 Bump strength  -10.0 ~ 10.0, 0.0 

 Option for Direction of 

Anisotropic  

 Normal/Tangent, Tangent Anisotropic 

Reflection 

 Anisotropic strength  0.0 ~ 60.0, 60.0  

 Anisotropic glossiness  1.0  ~ 200.0, 30.0 

 Anisotropic reflection opacity  0.0  ~ 1.0, 1.0 

 Input for Anisotropic texture   Any image file 

 Anisotropic Factor  0.0  ~ 1.0, 0.75 

 Reflection factor  0.0~ 1.0, 0.0 Environment 

Mapping  Input for cube map  Cube map, i.e. “.dds” 

 Option for top coat bump  True/False, True Fresnel 

Condition  Fresnel Bias  0.0 ~ 1.0, 0.2 

 Fresnel Power  0.0 ~ 10.0, 3.0 

 Coat color  RGB color, Dark Gray 

1. Normal Paint 

12 properties 

3 important hidden 

values:  
- Opacity of 

specular 

- Glossiness 

- Reflection 

factor 

 

 

9 properties are 

shown to the users 

 Color for Diffuse and Specular  RGB Color, Gray Basic 

Illumination  Opacity of specular  0.0 ~ 0.3, 0.3 

 Glossiness  0.1 ~ 10.0, 1.0 

 Input for texture  Any image file Texture 

Mapping  Texture size  0.0 ~ 30.0, 1.0 

 Input for bump  Any image file Bump Mapping 

 Bump strength  -10.0 ~ 10.0, 0.0 

 Reflection factor  0.0~ 1.0, 1.0 Environment 

Mapping  Input for cube map  Cube map, i.e. “.dds” 

 Option for top coat bump  True/False, False Fresnel 

Condition  Fresnel Bias  0.0 ~ 1.0, 0.1 

 Fresnel Power  0.0 ~ 10.0, 7.0 

2. Metal Paint:  

13 properties 

1 important hidden 

values:  
- Opacity of 

specular 

 

12 properties are 

shown to the users 

 Color for Diffuse and Specular  RGB Color, Gray Basic 

Illumination  Opacity of specular  0.0 ~ 0.3, 0.3 

 Glossiness  10.0 ~ 60.0, 30.0 

 Input for texture  Any image file Texture  

Mapping  Texture size  0.0 ~ 30.0, 1.0 

 Input for bump  Any image file Bump Mapping 

 Bump strength  -10.0 ~ 10.0, 0.0 

 Reflection factor  0.0~ 1.0, 0.0 Environment 

Mapping  Input for cube map  Cube map, i.e. “.dds” 

 Option for top coat bump  True/False, False Fresnel 

Condition  Fresnel Bias  0.0 ~ 1.0, 0.1 

 Fresnel Power  0.0 ~ 10.0, 7.0 

 Coat color  RGB color, White 

3. Pearl Paint: 

19 properties 

 Color for Diffuse and Specular  RGB Color, Light Blue Basic 

Illumination  Opacity of specular  0.0 ~ 0.3, 0.3 
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5 important hidden 

values:  
- Opacity of 

specular 

- Glossiness 

- Option for 

Direction of 

Anisotropic 
Reflection 

- Anisotropic 

factor 

- Reflection 

factor 

 

14 properties are 

shown to the users 

 Glossiness  10.0 ~ 60.0, 10.0 

 Input for texture  Any image file Texture 

Mapping  Texture size  0.0 ~ 30.0, 1.0 

 Input for bump  Any image file Bump Mapping 

 Bump strength  -10.0 ~ 10.0, 0.0 

 Option for Direction of 

Anisotropic  

 Normal/Tangent, Tangent Anisotropic 

Reflection 

 Anisotropic strength  0.0 ~ 60.0, 60.0  

 Anisotropic glossiness  1.0  ~ 200.0, 40.0 

 Anisotropic reflection opacity  0.0  ~ 1.0, 1.0 

 Input for Anisotropic texture   Any image file 

 Anisotropic Factor  0.0  ~ 1.0, 0.75 

 Reflection factor  0.0~ 1.0, 0.0 Environment 

Mapping  Input for cube map  Cube map, i.e. “.dds” 

 Option for top coat bump  True/False, False Fresnel 

Condition  Fresnel Bias  0.0 ~ 1.0, 0.1 

 Fresnel Power  0.0 ~ 10.0, 7.0 

 Coat color  RGB color, Dark Blue 

Stone: 

10 properties 

 

 Color for Diffuse  RGB color, Dark Gray Basic 

Illumination  Color for Specular  RGB color, Dark Gray 

 Glossiness  0.01~ 5.0, 0.01 

 Input for texture  Any image file Texture 

Mapping  Texture size  0.0 ~ 30.0, 1.0 

 Texture opacity  0.0 ~ 0.5, 0.5   

 Input for bump  Any image file Bump Mapping 

 Bump strength  -10.0 ~ 10.0, 10.0 

 Reflection factor  0.0~ 1.0, 0.0 Environment 

Mapping  Input for cube map  Cube map, i.e. “.dds” 

Concrete: 

10 properties 

2 important hidden 
values:  

- Texture 

opacity 

- Reflection 

factor 

8 properties are 
shown to the users 

 Color for Diffuse  RGB color, Dark Gray Basic 

Illumination  Color for Specular  RGB color, Dark Gray 

 Glossiness  0.01~ 3.0, 0.01 

 Input for texture  Any image file Texture 

Mapping 

 
 Texture size  0.0 ~ 30.0, 1.0 

 Texture opacity  0.0 ~ 0.5, 0.5   

 Input for bump  Any image file Bump Mapping 

 Bump strength  -10.0 ~ 10.0, 10.0 

 Reflection factor  0.0~ 1.0, 1.0 Environment 

Mapping  Input for cube map  Cube map, i.e. “.dds” 

Marble: 

10 properties 

2 important hidden 
values:  

- Texture 

opacity 

- Glossiness 

 

8 properties are 
shown to the users 

 Color for Diffuse  RGB color, Gray Basic 

Illumination  Color for Specular  RGB color, Dark Gray 

 Glossiness  0.01~ 3.0, 0.01 

 Input for texture  Any image file Texture 

Mapping  Texture size  0.0 ~ 30.0, 1.0 

 Texture opacity  0.0 ~ 0.5, 0.5   

 Input for bump  Any image file Bump Mapping 

 Bump strength  -10.0 ~ 10.0, 1.0 

 Reflection factor  0.0~ 1.0, 0.0 Environment 

Mapping  Input for cube map  Cube map, i.e. “.dds” 

Tiles: 

10 properties 

1 important hidden 
values:  

- Texture 
opacity 

 

9 properties are 
shown to the users 

 Color for Diffuse  RGB color, Dark Gray Basic 

Illumination  Color for Specular  RGB color, Gray 

 Glossiness  0.01~ 5.0, 5.0 

 Input for texture  Any image file Texture 

Mapping  Texture size  0.0 ~ 30.0, 1.0 

 Texture opacity  0.0 ~ 0.5, 0.5   

 Input for bump  Any image file Bump Mapping 

 Bump strength  -10.0 ~ 10.0, 10.0 

 Reflection factor  0.0~ 1.0, 0.0 Environment 

Mapping  Input for cube map  Cube map, i.e. “.dds” 

Wood: 

15 properties 

 Color for Diffuse  RGB color, Dark Gray Basic 

Illumination  Color for Specular  RGB color, Gray 
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  Glossiness  0.01 ~ 10.0,  0.01 

 Input for texture  Any image file Texture 

Mapping  Texture size  0.0 ~ 30.0, 1.0 

 Texture opacity  0.0 ~ 0.5, 0.5   

 Input for bump  Any image file Bump Mapping 

 Bump Strength  -10.0 ~ 10.0, 1.0 

 Reflection factor  0.0~ 1.0, 1.0 Environment 

Mapping  Input for cube map  Cube map, i.e. “.dds” 

 Option for Fresnel Condition  True/False, True Fresnel 

Condition  Option for top coat bump  True/False, True 

 Reflection factor for top coat  0.0~ 1.0, 1.0 

 Fresnel Bias  0.0 ~ 1.0, 0.2 

 Fresnel Power  0.0 ~ 10.0, 5.0 

Raw Wood: 

10 properties 

2 important hidden 

values:  

- Glossiness 

- Reflection 

factor 

 

8 properties are 

shown to the users 

 Color for Diffuse  RGB color, Dark Brown Basic 

Illumination  Color for Specular  RGB color, White 

 Glossiness  0.01 ~ 10.0,  0.01 

 Input for texture  Any image file Texture 

Mapping  Texture size  0.0 ~ 30.0, 1.0 

 Texture opacity  0.0 ~ 0.7, 0.5   

 Input for bump  Any image file Bump Mapping 

 Bump Strength  -10.0 ~ 10.0, 1.0 

 Reflection factor  0.0~ 1.0, 1.0 Environment 

Mapping  Input for cube map  Cube map, i.e. “.dds” 

Veneer: 

15 properties 

 

N.B. This sub class 

properties are 

similar to the 

properties of 

Wood main class 

 Color For Diffuse  RGB color, Dark Gray Basic 

Illumination  Color for Specular  RGB color, Gray 

 Glossiness  0.01 ~ 10.0,  10.0 

 Input for texture  Any image file Texture 

Mapping  Texture size  0.0 ~ 30.0, 1.0 

 Texture opacity  0.0 ~ 0.7, 0.7 

 Input for bump  Any image file Bump Mapping 

 Bump Strength  -10.0 ~ 10.0, 1.0 

 Reflection factor  0.0~ 1.0, 0.7 Environment 

Mapping  Input for cube map  Cube map, i.e. “.dds” 

 Option for Fresnel Condition  True/False, True Fresnel 

Condition  Option for top coat bump  True/False, False 

 Reflection factor for top coat  0.0~ 1.0, 1.0 

 Fresnel Bias  0.0 ~ 1.0, 0.0 

 Fresnel Power  0.0 ~ 10.0, 5.0 

1. Rough: 

10 properties 

1 important hidden 
values:  

- Reflection 

factor 

 

9 properties are 

shown to the users 

 Color For Diffuse  RGB color, Dark Gray Basic 

Illumination  Color for Specular  RGB color, Gray 

 Glossiness  0.01 ~ 10.0,  10.0 

 Input for texture  Any image file Texture 

Mapping  Texture size  0.0 ~ 30.0, 1.0 

 Texture opacity  0.0 ~ 0.7, 0.7 

 Input for bump  Any image file Bump Mapping 

 Bump Strength  -10.0 ~ 10.0, 1.0 

 Reflection factor  0.0~ 1.0, 1.0 Environment 

Mapping  Input for cube map  Cube map, i.e. “.dds” 

2. Polished: 

10 properties 

1 important hidden 
values:  

- Reflection 

factor 

9 properties are 

shown to the users 

 Color For Diffuse  RGB color, Dark Gray Basic 

Illumination  Color for Specular  RGB color, Gray 

 Glossiness  0.01 ~ 10.0,  10.0 

 Input for texture  Any image file Texture 

Mapping  Texture size  0.0 ~ 30.0, 1.0 

 Texture opacity  0.0 ~ 0.7, 0.7 

 Input for bump  Any image file Bump Mapping 

 Bump Strength  -10.0 ~ 10.0, 1.0 

 Reflection factor  0.0~ 1.0, 0.0 Environment 

Mapping  Input for cube map  Cube map, i.e. “.dds” 

3. Coated: 

15 properties 

 Color For Diffuse  RGB color, Dark Gray Basic 

Illumination  Color for Specular  RGB color, Gray 
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1 important hidden 

values:  
- Option for 

Fresnel 

Condition  
14 properties are 

shown to the users 

 Glossiness  0.01 ~ 10.0,  10.0 

 Input for texture  Any image file Texture 

Mapping  Texture size  0.0 ~ 30.0, 1.0 

 Texture opacity  0.0 ~ 0.7, 0.7 

 Input for bump  Any image file Bump Mapping 

 Bump Strength  -10.0 ~ 10.0, 1.0 

 Reflection factor  0.0~ 1.0, 1.0 Environment 

Mapping  Input for cube map  Cube map, i.e. “.dds” 

 Option for Fresnel Condition  True/False, True Fresnel 

Condition 
 Option for top coat bump  True/False, False 

 Reflection factor for top coat  0.0 ~ 1.0, 0.0 

 Fresnel Bias  0.0 ~ 1.0, 0.0 

 Fresnel Power  0.0 ~ 10.0, 5.0 

Transparent: 

16 properties 

 

N.B. Refraction 

factor: 0.0 = semi-

transparent, 1.0 =  

totally transparent 

 Glass Color  RGB color, White Basic 

Illumination  Transparency  0.0 ~ 100.0, 100.0 

 Option for applying texture  True/False, True Texture 

Mapping  Input for texture   Any image file 

 Texture Size  0.0 ~ 30.0, 1.0 

 Texture Opacity  0.0 ~ 1.0, 0.2 

 Input for bump  Any image file Bump Mapping 

 Bump strength  -10.0 ~ 10.0, 0.0 

 Option for applying chromatic 

dispersion 

 True/False, True Diffraction/Chr

omatic 

 Dispersion length  0.0 ~ 0.05, 0.05 

 Reflection factor  0.0~ 1.0, 1.0 Environment 

Mapping  Input for cube map  Cube map, i.e. “.dds” 

 Refraction factor  0.0~ 1.0, 1.0 Refraction 

 Fresnel Bias  0.0 ~ 1.0, 0.0 Fresnel 

Condition  Fresnel Power  0.0 ~ 10.0, 5.0 

 IOR of Medium 2  1.0 ~ 4.0, 1.33 

Clear: 

14 properties 

2 important hidden 

values:  

- Transparency 
- Refraction 

actor 

 
14 properties are 

shown to the users 

 Glass Color  RGB color, Bright Gray Basic 

Illumination  Transparency  Become invalid for any value 

 Option for applying texture  True/False, True Texture 

Mapping  Input for texture   Any image file 

 Texture Size  0.0 ~ 30.0, 1.0 

 Texture Opacity  0.0 ~ 1.0, 0.2 

 Input for bump  Any image file Bump Mapping 

 Bump strength  -10.0 ~ 10.0, 10.0 

 Reflection factor  0.0~ 1.0, 1.0 Environment 

Mapping 

Refraction 
 Input for cube map  Cube map, i.e. “.dds” 

 Refraction factor  0.0~ 1.0, 1.0 

 Fresnel Bias  0.0 ~ 1.0, 0.0 Fresnel 

Condition 
 Fresnel Power  0.0 ~ 10.0, 5.0 

 IOR of Medium 2  1.0 ~ 4.0, 1.33 

Semi-Transparent: 

 

14 properties 

 

 Glass Color  RGB color, White Basic 

Illumination  Transparency  0.0 ~ 100.0, 100.0 

 Option for applying texture  True/False, True Texture 

Mapping  Input for texture   Any image file 

 Texture Size  0.0 ~ 30.0, 1.0 

 Texture Opacity  0.0 ~ 1.0, 0.2 

 Input for bump  Any image file Bump Mapping 

 Bump strength  -10.0 ~ 10.0, 10.0 

 Reflection factor  0.0~ 1.0, 0.0 Environment 

Mapping  Input for cube map  Cube map, i.e. “.dds”  

 Refraction factor  0.0~ 0.5, 0.0 

 Fresnel Bias  0.0 ~ 1.0, 0.0 Fresnel 

Condition  Fresnel Power  0.0 ~ 10.0, 5.0 

 IOR of Medium 2  1.0 ~ 4.0, 1.33 

Chromatic: 

16 properties 

 Glass Color  RGB color, White Basic 

Illumination  Transparency  Become invalid for any value 
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4 important hidden 
values:  

- Transparency 

- Refraction 
factor 

- Reflection 

factor 
- Option for 

applying 

chromatic 
dispersion 

 

12 properties are 
shown to the users 

 Option for applying texture  True/False,  False Texture 

Mapping  Input for texture   Any image file 

 Texture Size  0.0 ~ 30.0, 1.0 

 Texture Opacity  0.0 ~ 1.0, 0.0 

 Input for bump  Any image file Bump Mapping 

 Bump strength  -10.0 ~ 10.0, 0.0 

 Option for applying chromatic 

dispersion 

 True/False,  True Diffraction/Chr

omatic 

 Dispersion length  0.0 ~ 0.05, 0.01 

 Reflection factor  0.0~ 1.0, 1.0 Environment 

Mapping  Input for cube map  Any image file 

 Refraction factor  Become invalid for any value 

 Fresnel Bias  0.0 ~ 1.0, 0.0 Fresnel 

Condition 
 Fresnel Power  0.0 ~ 10.0, 5.0 

 IOR of Medium 2  1.0 ~ 4.0, 1.55 

Hollow: 

14 properties 

2 important hidden 

values:  
- Transparency 

- IOR of 

medium 2 
12 properties are 

shown to the users 

 Glass Color  RGB color, White Basic 

Illumination  Transparency  0.0 ~ 100.0, 100.0 

 Option for applying texture  True/False, False Texture 

Mapping  Input for texture   Any image file 

 Texture Size  0.0 ~ 30.0, 1.0 

 Texture Opacity  0.0 ~ 1.0, 0.0 

 Input for bump  Any image file Bump Mapping 

 Bump strength  -10.0 ~ 10.0, 0.0 

 Reflection factor  0.0~ 1.0, 0.0 Environment 

Mapping  Input for cube map  Cube map, i.e. “.dds”  

 Refraction factor  0.0~ 1.0, 0.7 

 Fresnel Bias  0.0 ~ 1.0, 0.0 Fresnel 

Condition  Fresnel Power  0.0 ~ 10.0, 5.0 

 IOR of Medium 2  1.0 ~ 4.0, 1.0 

Fabric: 

21 properties 

5 important hidden 
values:  

- Transparency 

- Refraction 
factor 

- Reflection 

factor 
- Option for 

applying 

chromatic 
dispersion 

- Range for 

bump strength 
 

16 properties are 

shown to the users 
 

N.B. all the 

important hidden 

values in this 

general class can 

be ignored in the 

following classes 

which belong to 

Fabric Class  

 Color for Diffuse  RGB color, White Basic 

Illumination  Color for Specular  RGB color, Gray 

 Glossiness  0.01 ~ 5.0, 5.0 

 Input for texture   Any image file Texture 

Mapping  Texture Size  0.0 ~ 30.0, 1.0 

 Texture Opacity  0.0 ~ 1.0, 0.5 

 Input for bump  Any image file Bump Mapping 

 Bump strength  -10.0 ~ 10.0, 0.0 

 Range for bump strength  0.0 ~ 0.3, 0.3 

 Option for Direction of 
Anisotropic  

 Normal/Tangent, Normal Anisotropic 

Reflection 

 Anisotropic strength  0.0 ~ 10.0, 7.5 

 Anisotropic glossiness  0.0 ~ 200.0, 200.0 

 Anisotropic reflection opacity  0.0 ~ 1.0, 1.0 

 Input for Anisotropic texture  Any image file 

 Anisotropic reflection Color  RGB color, Gray 

 Option for applying diffraction  True/False, False Diffraction 

 color range  0.1 ~ 100.0, 20.0 

 color spacing distance  0.01 ~ 5.0, 4.0 

 Diffraction opacity  0.0 ~ 1.0, 1.0 

 Reflection factor  Become invalid in this class 

for the reason of different 

calculation approach 

Environment 

Mapping 

 Input for cube map  Cube map, i.e. “.dds” 

Normal: 

15 properties 

2 important hidden 
values:  

- Anisotropic 

reflection 
color 

- Range for 

 Color for Diffuse  RGB color, White Basic 

Illumination 
 Color for Specular  RGB color, Gray 

 Glossiness  0.01 ~ 5.0, 5.0 

 Input for texture   Any image file Texture 

Mapping  Texture Size  0.0 ~ 30.0, 1.0 

 Texture Opacity  0.0 ~ 1.0, 0.5 

 Input for bump  Any image file Bump Mapping 
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bump strength 

 
13 properties are 

shown to the users 

 

 Bump strength  -10.0 ~ 10.0, 0.0 

 Range for bump strength  0.0 ~ 0.3, 0.3 

 Anisotropic strength  0.0 ~ 10.0, 7.5 Anisotropic 

Reflection  Anisotropic glossiness  1.0 ~ 200.0, 200.0 

 Anisotropic reflection opacity  0.0 ~ 1.0, 0,2 

  

 Input for Anisotropic texture  Any image file 

 Anisotropic reflection Color  RGB color, White 

 Input for cube map  Cube map, i.e. “.dds” Environment 

Mapping 

1. Rough: 

10 properties 

2 important hidden 

values:  

- Glossiness 
- Range for 

bump strength 

 

8 properties are 

shown to the users 

 

 Color for Diffuse  RGB color, White Basic 

Illumination 
 Color for Specular  RGB color, Gray 

 Glossiness  0.01 ~ 1.0, 0.1 

 Input for texture   Any image file Texture 

Mapping  Texture Size  0.0 ~ 30.0, 1.0  

 Texture Opacity  0.0 ~ 1.0, 0.8  

 Input for bump  Any image file Bump Mapping 

 Bump strength  -10.0 ~ 10.0, 5.0  

 Range for bump strength  0.0 ~ 0.3, 0.3 

 Input for cube map  Cube map, i.e. “.dds”  Environment 

Mapping 

2. Half-Rough: 

15 properties 

2 important hidden 
values:  

- Glossiness 

- Range for 
bump strength 

 

11 properties are 
shown to the users 

 

 Color for Diffuse  RGB color, White Basic 

Illumination 
 Color for Specular  RGB color, Gray  

 Glossiness  0.01 ~ 1.0, 1.0 

 Input for texture   Any image file Texture 

Mapping  Texture Size  0.0 ~ 30.0, 1.0  

 Texture Opacity  0.0 ~ 1.0, 0.8  

 Input for bump  Any image file Bump Mapping 

 Bump strength  -10.0 ~ 10.0, 5.0  

 Range for bump strength  0.0 ~ 0.3, 0.3 

 Anisotropic strength  0.0 ~ 10.0, 0.0 Anisotropic 

Reflection  Anisotropic glossiness  1.0 ~ 200.0, 200.0 

 Anisotropic reflection opacity  0.0 ~ 0.1, 0.05 

 Input for Anisotropic texture  Any image file 

 Anisotropic reflection Color  RGB color, White 

 Input for cube map  Cube map, i.e. “.dds”  Environment 

Mapping 

3. Smooth: 

12 properties 

2 important hidden 

values:  

- Glossiness 
- Anisotropic 

reflection 

Color 
 

10 properties are 

shown to the users 

 

 Color for Diffuse  RGB color, White Basic 

Illumination 
 Color for Specular  RGB color, Gray 

 Glossiness  0.01 ~ 5.0, 5.0 

 Input for texture   Any image file Texture 

Mapping  Texture Size  0.0 ~ 30.0, 1.0  

 Texture Opacity  0.0 ~ 1.0, 0.8  

 Anisotropic strength  0.0 ~ 10.0, 10.0 Anisotropic 

Reflection  Anisotropic glossiness  1.0 ~ 200.0, 200.0 

 Anisotropic reflection opacity  0.0 ~ 1.0, 0.1 

 Input for Anisotropic texture  Any image file 

 Anisotropic reflection Color  RGB color, White 

 Input for cube map  Cube map, i.e. “.dds”  Environment 

Mapping 

Chromatic: 

19 properties 

4 important hidden 

values:  

- Anisotropic 
reflection 

opacity 

- Option for 

 Color for Diffuse  RGB color, White Basic 

Illumination 
 Color for Specular  RGB color, Dark Gray 

 Glossiness  0.01 ~ 5.0, 5.0 

 Input for texture   Any image file Texture 

Mapping  Texture Size  0.0 ~ 30.0, 1.0  

 Texture Opacity  0.0 ~ 1.0, 1.0  

 Input for bump  Any image file Bump Mapping 
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applying 

diffraction 
- Diffraction 

Opacity 

- Range for 
bump strength 

 

15 properties are 
shown to the users 

 

 Bump strength  -10.0 ~ 10.0, 5.0  

 Range for bump strength  0.0 ~ 0.3, 0.3 

 Anisotropic strength  0.0 ~ 10.0, 6.0 Anisotropic 

Reflection  Anisotropic glossiness  1.0 ~ 200.0, 200.0 

 Anisotropic reflection opacity  0.0 ~ 1.0, 0.1 

 Input for Anisotropic texture  Any image file 

 Anisotropic reflection Color  RGB color, White 

 Option for applying diffraction  True/False, True Diffraction 

 color range  0.1 ~ 100.0, 20.0 

 color spacing distance  0.01 ~ 5.0, 10.0 

 Diffraction opacity  0.0 ~ 1.0, 1.0 

 Input for cube map  Cube map, i.e. “.dds”  Environment 

Mapping 

Table 5: table for material properties 

 

As we know that there is another material containing all material rendering 

techniques. All materials can be generated in this class, but it still has some small 

differences for some properties that are not shown in Table 5 above. Therefore, 

the table is separated from the above and is presented as follows (Table 6):  

 

Techniques properties Value Range, Default 

Value / Format / Important 
Hidden value, Default  for 

hidden value 

Cases for Validity 

Basic 

Illumination 

 Color for Diffuse  RBG color, Gray It is valid for all Opaque 

materials 

 Color for Specular   RBG color, Gray It also controls the color for 

anisotropic reflection. It is valid 

for all Opaque materials 

 Diffuse Opacity  0.0 ~ 1.0, 1.0 It is valid for all Opaque 

materials 

 Specular Opacity  0.0 ~ 0.3, 0.3 For the reason that the 

convoluted specular map has 
been exposed, so its opacity is 

limited. It is valid for all Opaque 

materials 

 Glossiness/Transparency  0.01 ~ 100.0, 40.0 It is represented as glossiness 

property when material is 

Opaque. 
It is represented as transparency 

property when material is 

transparent. But it is only work 
when reflection factor or 

refraction factor is NOT 0.0 

 Option for Transparent object  True/False, False It is used for switching material 
type when transparent class is 

required 

 Option for achieving 

Phong model 

 (Diffuse + Specular + 

Texture) || [Texture * 

(Diffuse +Specular)], 

(Diffuse + Specular + 

Texture) 

(Diffuse + Specular + Texture): 

for plastic, stone, wood 

[Texture * (Diffuse +Specular)]: 

for metal, fabric 

It is valid for all materials is 

NOT in transparent class 

Texture 

Mapping 

 Input for texture  Any image file - 

 Texture Size  0.0 ~ 30.0, 1.0 For all materials 

 Texture Opacity  0.0 ~ 1.0, 1.0 For all materials 

Bump Mapping  Input for bump  Any image file - 

 Range for bump strength  0.0 ~ 0.3, 0.3 Hidden value from users 

 Bump strength  -10.0 ~ 10.0, 0.0 Only NOT valid for smooth 

fabric 

Anisotropic  Option for anisotropic  Normal/Tangent, Tangent Only valid when Anisotropic 
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Reflection direction Factor is not 0.0 for all 
materials that are NOT in 

transparent class. 

N.B. specular color must NOT be 
totally black 

 Anisotropic factor  A It is valid for opaque classes 

 Anisotropic strength  0.1 ~ 10.0, 10.0 It is valid when Anisotropic 

factor is NOT 0.0 in opaque 

classes   

 Anisotropic glossiness  1.0 ~ 200.0, 1.0 It is valid when Anisotropic 

factor is NOT 0.0 in opaque 

classes   

 Input for Anisotropic  texture  Any image file - 

 Anisotropic reflection opacity  0.0 ~ 1.0, 1.0 It is valid when Anisotropic 

factor is NOT 0.0 in opaque 

classes   

 Anisotropic reflection Color (pS)  RGB color, - In fact it is Color for Specular 

Diffraction  Option for applying diffraction  True/False, False It is used for switching material 

anisotropic reflection type when 

diffraction anisotropic is 

required. It is valid when 

Anisotropic Factor is not 0.0 for 
all materials are NOT in 

transparent class. N.B. 

diffraction opacity can be 
controlled by Specular color or 

anisotropic opacity 

 Color range  0.1 ~ 100.0, 20.0 It is valid when Diffraction 

option is True and diffraction 

case is valid 

 Color spacing distance  0.01 ~ 10.0, 4.0 

 
It is valid when Diffraction 

option is True and diffraction 

case is valid. 

Chromatic 

Dispersion 

 Option for applying Chromatic 

dispersion 

 True/False, False It is used for switching material 
refraction type when Chromatic 

refraction is required. It only 

works for chromatic subclass in 

transparent class. 

 Dispersion length  0.0 ~ 0.05, 0.05 It is valid when Chromatic 

option is True in transparent 

class 

Environment 

Mapping 

 Refraction factor  0.0 ~ 1.0, 1.0 It is valid for transparent class 

and when Chromatic option is 

False 

 Color for refraction  RBG color, White It is valid for transparent class. 

 Reflection factor   0.0 ~ 1.0, 1.0 It is valid for all opaque 

materials. However the 
Anisotropic factor should NOT 

be 1.0 

 Color for reflection  RBG color, White It is valid for transparent class. 

 Input for cube map  Cube map, i.e. “.dds”  

Fresnel 

Condition 

 Option for Fresnel condition  True/False, True It is used for switching material 

Fresnel condition case when it is 

NOT in transparent class 

 Option for top coat bump  True/False, True Only valid when Fresnel 

condition is True and Reflection 

factor for top coat is not 0.0 for 
all materials are NOT in 

transparent class. 

 Reflection factor for top coat   0.0 ~ 1.0, 1.0 It is valid for transparent class 
and all coated subclass (e.g. 

coated plastic) 

 Opacity for top coat diffuse  0.0 ~ 1.0, 0.8 It is valid for transparent class 

and all coated subclass (e.g. 
coated plastic) 
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 Opacity for top coat specular  0.0 ~ 1.0, 1.0 It is valid for transparent class 

and all coated subclass (e.g. 
coated plastic) 

 Fresnel Bias  0.0 ~ 1.0, 1.0 It is valid for transparent class 

and all coated subclass (e.g. 

coated plastic) 

 Fresnel Power  0.0 ~ 10.0, 5.0 It is valid for transparent class 

and all coated subclass (e.g. 

coated plastic) 

 IOR of medium 2  1.0 ~ 4.0, 1.33 Only valid in transparent class 

Properties description: 

38 properties 

2 important hidden value: Anisotropic reflection Color and Range for Bump Strength 

36 properties are shown to users 

Table 6: material rendering properties table for mixed material 

 

Furthermore, there are not only the properties for materials rendering as Table 5  

and Table 6 shows above, but there are also some rendering properties for IBL 

rendering besides the factors for cube map convolution (i.e. glossiness and 

transparency). Thus here is another table (Table 7) to present all the properties 

and their required type and range. 

 

GI Techniques Properties name Definition Typ

e 

Range, default 

value 

IBL rendering Sky alpha The opacity of the sky demo. float 0.0 ~ 1.0, 1.0 

Bright threshold Filtering the bright elements from 

original scene 

float 0.5 ~ 1.0, 0.8 

Blur count The numbers of sampling count 

for blurring 

int 4 ~ 64, 16 

Blur scale How blurred of the result is for 

the whole scene 

float 0.0 ~ 2.0, 0.3 

Bloom alpha The opacity of the blurred bright 

elements in the scene 

float 0.0 ~ 3.0, 1.2 

Exposure How much the result of the whole 

scene will be exposed 

float 0.0 ~ 1.0, 1.0 

Max luminance The range of maximum 

luminance 

float 0.0 ~ 1.0, 0.8 

SSAO 

(optional) 

SSAO shade strength  The shade intensity of SSAO float 0.0 ~ 1.0, 0.2 

SSAO total strength Total intensity for SSAO float 0.0 ~ 1.0, 0.2 

Radius  The radius from each sampler float 0.0 ~ 10.0, 10.0 

Fall off How deep the depth is  float -0.1 ~ 0.1, -0.002 

Blurring size How many samplers for blurring int 0 ~ 8, 4 

Table 7: Table for GI rendering properties 

 

For the reason that the result of SSAO is not satisfactory enough, so SSAO is 

only an optional choice to be introduced for the GI rendering in VC software 

before its further development. 

6.1.3. Material Result 

According to material classification, there are at least 26 materials for the 

material rendering results under same IBL rendering GI effect (Figure 80). 
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Figure 80.a: material screenshots for Plastic catalog 

 

 
Figure 80.b: material screenshots for Metal catalog 

 

 
Figure 80.c: material screenshots for Stone catalog 
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Figure 80.d: material screenshots for Wood catalog 

 

 
Figure 80.d: material screenshots for Transparent objects catalog 
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Figure 80.f: material screenshots for Fabric catalog 

 

Moreover, some simple material shaders are successfully loaded into VC 

software and also tested in VC Scene Graph stage, the screen shot is in Figure 81 

as follows: 

 

 
Figure 81: simple metal shader rendering in VC view port 
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6.2 Testing for the performances 

 
Figure 82: Glossy plastic rendering by Mixed Material shader file 

 

The performances of materials which are created and edited by shader language are better 

and faster than the performances of material that is from Redway3D, even though the 

rendering will not provide high quality photorealistic rendering as excellent as 

Redway3D materials if the users do not consider anything about real-time rendering. As 

we can see in the above Figure 82, it is glossy plastic, which is rendered by Mixed 

Material shader file under IBL GI environment without using SSAO – its result is 

successfully presented and its rendering rate is also keeping around 10 frames per second 

with a normal object (such as Hebe status). In other words, if its rendering is done by 

other materials from material catalog, the rendering rate will only increase but not 

decrease, since Mixed Material is the only material that contains all material and IBL 

rendering techniques and their properties. Moreover, CPU usage is also only around 60% 

to 70% (Figure 82) if it is under shader files. But it will very easily rise up to 100% by 

using only one single RED file that has activated many materials and GI options in 

Redway3D. Therefore in general, the performances of shader materials are relatively 

ideal and satisfactory. However, there should be some factors which will reduce the rate 

of performances. It is necessary to find those factors by testing for the size, numbers of 

vertices and files, complexity, distance and GI rendering setting of the shader materials in 

order to find the best configuration to speed up the performances and at the same time as 

much as possible to maintain the high quality for rendering shader materials.    
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Name Camera distant Size of File (KB) Vertices Frames/second (average) 

single plane 200 4 4 29.5 

complex plane 200 20 441 19.5 

sphere 200 24 588 14 

teapot (far) 700 984 22183 12.5 

teapot (near) 200 984 22183 7.5 

Hebe status 200 12370 34344 10.0 

large car shell 200 40 796 147146 3.1 

Complex car shell 200 90 931 316120 2.8 

Table 8: testing for the rendering rate of different objects with same material and GI setting in the scene 

 

It is easy for us to understand that the numbers of vertices is proportional to the size of 

the object file – this is also what the third and fourth columns show in Table 8. It is 

important to mention that the numbers of vertices in Figure 82 includes all the vertices 

from the objects that are used for all the frame buffers, too. That’s also why the numbers 

of vertices is always more than thousands, even though the object rendered is just a single 

plane in the scene. However the numbers that are recorded in the fourth column of Table 

8 are the exact numbers of vertices for each object. On the other hand, as we can see the 

second column in Table 8, the distance of the camera also affects the rate, because when 

camera moves closer, more details will be shown on the screen – that means more pixels 

must be processed through the fragment shader. Thus same teapot object under the same 

material and GI settings will also produce different rate of rendering by different 

distances between camera and the object. For example when the distance is 200, the 

teapot is very large and fills almost more than ½ of the rendering screen and the rate 

drops down easily. When distance is 700, the teapot only fills 1/16 of the rendering 

screen and the rendering rate rise up almost twice than before. On the other hand, when 

the final column is compared with the others, it shows that the rendering rate is depended 

on the size, complexity and number of vertices too. Therefore, we can easily conclude 

that more optimized object will provide faster rate, when it is not set too closed to the 

camera or fills too much space on the rendering screen.  

    

Chart 1: Chart for memory consumption 
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The memory consumption of shader files can be tested by opening and rendering several 

files at the same time. As we see the recorded chart 

(

Chart 1), the CPU usage, physical memory and the rate are recorded for each situation 

when rendering 1 file, 2 files, 3 files and 4 files at the same time. More files to be 

rendered will reduce the rendering rate and also will consume more memory. Thus we 

can conclude that it is necessary to make preprocessing programs to deal with the 

materials and GI once before they are used for VC software if there are several materials 

in one rendering scene so as to avoid rendering the same process several times. More 

discussions about those preprocessing will be in the section of further development in 

Chapter 7. 

 
Sample count for blurring 0 4 8 16 16 16 16 32 64 
Iterations of convolution 6 6 6 2 4 6 14 6 6 
Rate 19 17 15 30 25 12 3.5 11 8 
Table 9: table of GI properties which will affect the ate of rendering 

 

To demonstrate some GI settings will also affect the rendering rate, so another table is 

recorded (Table 9).  From this table we can know that the number of sampling count 

used for tone mapping blurring is inversely proportional to rendering rate. On the other 

hand, the factor which influences rendering rate most is the numbers of the loops in the 

iteration which is used for the cube map convolution – the times for calculation is 

increased by a multiple of six, because the samplings in the iteration are implemented for 

each side of the cube map (i.e. six faces). Therefore the rate drops very fast when the 

numbers of the loop is increased. However, as we know cube map convolution is an 

important part for both GI and material rendering: it not only provides diffuse component 

of the material, but also provides the material optical characteristics – the glossiness and 

transparency of the material. Thus if it reduces too many times of the loop in the iteration, 

the quality of final result will be not realistic enough (Figure 83). The glossiness will be 

smooth enough when the times of loop is 6 – no very big differences to 14 iterations. 

That’s why the best number of convolution iteration is 6. Moreover, the number of 

blurring counts can be around 16 to 32: the rate of rendering does not have very big 
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differences between the number of 16 and 32 (it only reduced 1 frame per second in 

Table 9).  

 

  
Figure 83: different numbers of convolution iterations: a) 2 iterations, b) 6 iterations and c) 16 iterations.  
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Chapter 7 Discussion and Conclusion 

The main work of this chapter will be concentrated on the evaluation and conclusion of the result 

of this thesis work. Most of the problems and errors which still exist in the project will be 

pointed out, and a few difficulties which the project still has to face will be also discussed. In 

addition, some further development work which needs to be researched and developed after this 

thesis project will be also mentioned in the second section of this chapter.     

7.1 Difficulties, Errors and Problems  

7.1.1 Screen space ambient occlusion 

 
Figure 84: problems and difficulties in SSAO rendering in 

Render Monkey 

 

There is an inevitable difficulty that has to face during the SSAO rendering in 

Render Monkey – the render target output property of the Normal and depth 

frame buffer is not 32 bits floating point color, but the fixed 8 bits which is not 

able to modify in Render Monkey. This difficulty will cause gradient color of the 

depth map to have several color levels (Figure 84.a). It will bring an unnecessary 

effect which is the ring shadows to the result of SSAO (Figure 84.b). In order to 

avoid having this ring effect in the final result (Figure 84.c), we have to increase 

the total intensity and the sample radius so that more transition dark elements 

will be added to each edge of the ring effect (Figure 84.d). But this temporary 

solution leads to a new problem: the increase of sampling radius and intensity 

will add more dark grains and its intensity, so finally the blurring effect will 

become more serious accordingly. Therefore the final result of SSAO is not so 

satisfied because of the fact that too much blurring added will cause the 
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distortion to the rendered object due to the removal of too many details as Figure 

76 shown in previous chapter.  

 

However, this difficulty can be removed and solved when the shader files are 

implemented to VC software or converted GLSL to HLSL. As it has been 

mentioned in Chapter 2 which is about VC framework architecture and 

evaluation for shader language, the format of the render target texture is not 

limited by these kinds of shader editing software, such as Render Monkey. 

Therefore, the format of input and output for render targets can be reset during 

the Python implementation or conversion so that the color change in render target 

texture will be more smooth and natural.   

   

Furthermore, SSAO rendering still needs to be developed more in order to 

improve the realistic effect for the final result. And since its render can also 

influence the program performances, it should be set as a separate shader 

rendering options from other render options (such as IBL rendering) so  as to 

ensure that the program rate will not be slowed down when switching on too 

many shader options at the same time.   

7.1.2 Anti-aliasing 

 
Figure 85: aliasing in the rendering result from Render Monkey 

 

As we can see the rendering result from the shader effects presentation in Render 

Monkey, there is always more or less aliasing effect left at the object edges 

(Figure 85), thus it is also possible to apply some antialiasing techniques for the 

result. Usually antialiasing technique is achieved by interpolation. And the most 

common interpolation ways for antialiasing are: bilinear interpolation and 
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bicubic interpolation. General speaking, most interpolation methods that are done 

by shader language are implemented by image processing in frame buffers. On 

the other hand, some good graphics hardware also provides antialiasing functions 

(as we can see in Figure 86 which is the control panel of NVDIA graphics card). 

Therefore it is not so difficult to solve aliasing problem.   

 

 
Figure 86: Antialiasing option on NVIDA Control Panel  

 

7.1.3 Image based lighting anisotropic 

Strictly speaking, there is another problem concerning anisotropic reflection 

besides the error as present on in Figure 22 in Chapter 3. The problem is no 

application of anisotropic reflection in cube map convolution, but only direct 

utilization of the default gl_LightSource from shader language to make the 

calculation. However, the acceptable and satisfied anisotropic result can be 

finally achieved by the way of blending specular map with the anisotropic 

reflection. Moreover, this kind of approach is not to be applied groundlessly to 

achieve anisotropic reflection without applying cube map convolution. Since as 

we know from the records about the numbers of interactions from Table 8, just a 

little adding for the calculation during the sampling will cause 6 times in total for 

each time during the calculation – the computation will become enlarged very 

fast and bring down the rate rapidly. For the reason to keep the acceptable rate 

for real-time rendering, it is better to use the anisotropic which is calculated from 

default light and blend with the specular map in order to present the relatively 

realistic anisotropic result. Of course, this unimportant problem can be also 

considered as the further work for improvement in future.    

7.1.4 Reflection and refraction 

The biggest problem in environment mapping mentioned in Section 3.1.5 is the 

impossibility of simple environment mapping to produce self-reflection. This is 

also an obvious problem in refraction because of the impossibility to generate 
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correct self-refraction on the back side of refractive objects (Figure 87). Though 

ray tracing can solve this problem very easily, normal ray tracing cannot meet the 

fast rendering requirement under real-time condition. It seems that self-

transparency can be also solved by Order Independent Transparency method [56], 

but it is nothing related to environment mapping if just using this technique. 

Therefore neither the problems of self-refraction nor self-reflection can be 

completely solved if just applying this technique. 

 

 
Figure 87: the first row shows what differences between simple 

environment mapping and ray tracing for generating reflection [59], and 

the second row shows how different refraction by environment mapping 

and ray tracing [58] . 

 

In the article called “Robust Multiple Specular Reflection and Refraction” in  

Chapter 17 of the book GPU Gems 3 [57], the authors have introduced robust 

approaches to solve this problem by using depth peeling [56] to get layer distant 

map in order to simulate ray tracing under HLSL environment. This relatively 

sound robust ray tracing simulation approach can calculate single or multiple 

layers for refraction and reflection in GPU. Of course the speed of ray tracing 

through GPU calculation is improved a lot, but the final rendering rate still does 

not reach the idealized one. Therefore it is important to research and develop 

more for real-time reflection and refraction in future.    

7.2 Further Work 

7.2.1 Texture Mapping, Bump Mapping and Environment Mapping 

There are some small shortcomings in the texture, bump and environment 

mapping in the whole project. They can be considered as the improvement 

references for the future development work. 
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Figure 88: a) Object with correct texture 

coordinate. b) Object without texture 

coordinate information. c) Texture is 

projected along gl_Vertex. d) Artifacts on xy 

direction of view from gl_Vertex mapping. 

 

First of all, the thing which need be improved for basic texture mapping is the 

technique of texture coordinates auto generating. Currently it seems that if our 

rendering object is with its own texture coordinate information when it is 

imported to the project, the presentation of texture mapping comes naturally 

(normally is “.3ds” 3D model). But if it doesn’t have texture coordinate 

information for itself (usually is “.obj” 3D model), the program cannot recognize 

and map the texture correctly, so the result texture will be lost in the presentation 

(Figure 88.a and .b). So far the method to solve this shortcoming is to consider 

the object vertex position to be the texture coordinates, however this temporary 

method only produce correct result on the view in z direction, if the camera view 

changes to other axes, we will see some incorrect artifacts from texture mapping 

(Figure 88.c and .d). Therefore, some auto generating techniques for texture 

coordinates will be researched in future so as to find out a suitable way to present 

more natural and correct texture mapping for the objects which do not have 

texture coordinates information of themselves. 

 

 
Figure 89: a) normal map for the surface 

bumping details of a car. b) Normal map for the 

noise roughness surface. 
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The presentation of Bump mapping is excellent in this project, but the custom 

bump mapping is only used once in the whole project. As we know bump 

mapping can be used to present the roughness surface from a noise input map (i.e. 

concrete), and it can also be used for describing the surface details if the surface 

does not have enough polygons to present small details. This will produce a 

problem:  if the rendering object needs both kinds of bump maps as described 

above at the same time (e.g. rough keyboard surface) and the end users have 

these two bump maps (one is noise map and the other one is details map, Figure 

89), it will be impossible for them to import two bump maps in one input to the 

program at the same time. Thus one more bump texture input can be considered 

to add into the program, so that the end users can use the first input for noise 

bumping and the second one for the details bumping of the surface.  

 

On the other hand, there is another small defect in bump map which requires 

improvement. As mentioned before, the normal map in this shader program is 

automatically filtered by the Sobel filter from an original normal image texture 

which is provided by the users. In other words, the users do not need to provide a 

bluish violet normal map by themselves. However, the bump map will get double 

filtration if the users only have a bluish violet normal map which has already 

filtered as a normal map (such as what Figure 89.a shows) for the bump map – 

this will make a big difference and bumping error of the bumping result (Figure 

90).  Therefore, an option can be added in the shader program in future. In this 

way the users can choose the type of bump map they have and avoid double 

filtering in the bump map.  

 

 
Figure 90: a) Surface bumping with its correct normal 

map. b) Surface bumping form the normal map which is 

filtered twice. 

   

The last thing to be improved is the environment mapping. When rendering an 

object from one environment map to another, if the first environment map 

provides very dark environment, the total specular and diffuse on object will be 

dark, too. So it is necessary to enhance the exposure and maximum luminance 

value in order to make whole scene bright enough. However, the problem occurs 

after the users change to use another different environment map which has more 
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bright information: previous IBL setting will make whole scene too bright or 

over bright because of more brightness from the current environment map. This 

will make the users confused for the same IBL settings (Figure 91). Thus it is 

better to provide a balanced program for the project, so that the contrast and 

brightness in output will not be changed too much if the changed environment 

map has too many differences from previous one under the same IBL setting.  

 

 
Figure 91: different cube map under same IBL setting will 

provide different GI result. 

7.2.2 Considered Techniques 

As mentioned in the above sections and chapters, some techniques can be also 

considered as references for future development work, e.g. the advanced bump 

map technique Parallax Occlusion mapping mentioned in Section 3.1.2, human 

skin and jade rendering technique – Subsurface Scattering in Section 3.2.5, and 

Screen Space Ambient Occlusion mentioned in Section 6.1.1 and 7.1.1, and the 

problems from reflection and refraction discussed in Section 7.1.4. These 

techniques can be studied and researched more deeply and improved further in 

future. In addition, there are also some other techniques that are not mentioned in 

this report might be useful, such as fur rendering technique (i.e. particle system) 

and so on. These techniques can be also achieved by GPU shader programming. 

Thus they are also considerable in future if necessary.    

7.2.3 Preprocessing  

Preprocessing will be done in the VC software framework. It is used for 

integrating and handling some processing which is necessary to run for each 

shader program or each time rendering, e.g. loading for environment file for 

every material – it is better preprocessed before the materials are used in this 

stage. In this way, it does not always loads a same environment map for every 
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material in the stage and one environment map only loads once but is reused all 

the time to save the memory of computation.    

7.3 Evaluation and Conclusion 

After having had an analysis on the material optical characteristics in real world and a 

better understanding of VC software framework architecture, GPU and shader 

programming,  this thesis project provides a relatively powerful and robust shader 

program which can combine the existing materials and GI rendering techniques studied 

and selected in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. This program can be implemented and 

connected into VC software by Python script from the materials used for VC software. 

And this program can also render relatively realistic materials such as plastic, metal, 

stone, wood, transparent object and fabric in real-time under IBL rendering technique 

which is able to provide real-time GI rendering by environment map. This thesis project 

also provides a detailed and completed material properties table (Table 7) depended on 

the material classification (Table 1) after the systematically analysis for all kinds of 

materials required for rendering.         

   

From the results of the screenshots, testing and analysis in Chapter 6, we have 

understood very clearly that the rendering results (including output quality and rate of 

performances) are robust and satisfactory enough. Of course, some minor errors and 

problems which are still difficult to be solved as mentioned in the previous sections in 

this chapter, but in general shader material rendering, classification and properties 

definitions are all successful. And this clear classification and definition will be also 

valuable and helpful in the user friendly designing for VC software material editor in 

future. 

 

The completion of this thesis project is believable to provide relatively comprehensive 

information on materials and GI real-time rendering for VC software and definitely to be 

a contribution to VC to make its software better, more complete and have a qualitative 

leap in future.             
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